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Abstract
We develop a gauge invariant canonical perturbation scheme for perturbations around symmetry
reduced sectors in generally covariant theories, such as general relativity. The central objects of
investigation are gauge invariant observables which encode the dynamics of the system.
We apply this scheme to perturbations around a homogeneous and isotropic sector (cosmology)
of general relativity. The background variables of this homogeneous and isotropic sector are treated
fully dynamically which allows us to approximate the observables to arbitrary high order in a self–
consistent and fully gauge invariant manner. Methods to compute these observables are given.
The question of backreaction effects of inhomogeneities onto a homogeneous and isotropic back-
ground can be addressed in this framework. We illustrate the latter by considering homogeneous but
anisotropic Bianchi–I cosmologies as perturbations around a homogeneous and isotropic sector.
1 Introduction
General relativity has two very challenging features: firstly the dynamics of the theory is highly non–
linear, secondly general relativity is a diffeomorphism invariant and background independent theory.
These two features make it very difficult to construct gauge invariant observables, that is to extract phys-
ical predictions. Diffeomorphism invariance of the theory includes invariance under time reparametriza-
tions, therefore observables have to be constants of motions. Hence finding gauge invariant observables is
intimately related to solving the dynamics of the theory. But because of the highly non–linear structure
of the theory it is quite hopeless to solve general relativity exactly. Indeed so far there are almost1 no
gauge invariant observables known [1].
Therefore we think that it is important to develop perturbation schemes in order to attack the dy-
namics of the theory. The difficulty for a perturbation scheme in general relativity is again the control
over the gauge dependence of the results , which becomes already quite challinging at second order (see
for instance [2]).
In this work we will develop a manifestly gauge invariant perturbation theory in the canonical frame-
work. This perturbation theory allows the calculation of observables to an arbitrary high order. In an
earlier work we introduced a calculation scheme for gauge invariant observables for perturbations around
a fixed background spacetime, which in the canonical framework corresponds to perturbations around a
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1For pure gravity only the 10 ADM charges related to the Poincare symmetries are known.
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fixed phase space point. In this work we will rather consider an expansion around a whole symmetry re-
duced sector of the theory. This sector will be treated non–perturbatively and could for instance describe
homogeneous and isotropic fields (i.e. cosmology), spherically symmetric fields (i.e. black holes) or even
midi–superspaces such as cylindrically symmetric gravitational waves. The latter example has infinitely
many degrees of freedom, but is solvable [3, 4]. Note that perturbations around a fixed phase space point
arise as a special case of the scheme developed here.
We think that the methods developed here are useful for a quantum theory of gravity as well as for
approaching classical dynamics, for instance for cosmological perturbation theory.
In a quantum theory of gravity gauge invariant (that is physical) observables are the central object.
The construction and interpretation of the observables of the theory is therefore one of the key open
issues, which is also related to the problem of time, see for instance [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Approximation
methods for gauge invariant observables provide an explicit way to construct observables and may also
help to test (quantum) interpretation of these as well as to discuss phenomenological implications [8, 9].
The approximation scheme developed in this work shows explictly how to express local observables in a
gauge invariant way and therefore indicates how one could understand quantum field theory on curved
space time as an approximation to the full theory of quantum gravity.
Using an approximation scheme for observables around a whole (symmetry reduced) sector of the
theory allows one to explore properties of gauge invariant observables better than in a perturbation scheme
around a fixed phase space point. First of all one can now incorporate results from symmetry reduced
(exactly solvable) models. The degrees of freedom describing these sectors are treated non–perturbatively.
Secondly, as we will see, this approach provides a gauge invariant (perturbative) description of dynamical
processes also in closed universes, where for instance the notion of scattering amplitudes is problematic.
Moreover since the early days of quantum gravity mini– and midi–superspace models gained by sym-
metry reduction of the full theory played an important role, especially for describing quantum cosmology
([11], [12] and references therein). However because of the non–linear dynamics of the theory, which leads
to a coupling of non–symmetric and symmetric modes, the question arises whether the results gained
from these models are reliable [13]. For different attempts to derive symmetry–reduced quantized models
from the quantized full theory, see for instance [14, 15, 16]. Since the coupling between non–symmetric
and symmetric modes arises through the dynamics, we expect that the issues raised here become im-
portant if one wants to match solutions to the Hamiltonian constraint in the symmetry reduced model
with solutions to the Hamiltonian constraint in the full theory. We provide such a matching for classical
gauge invariant observables, however the observables in the full theory have higher order corrections due
to the non–symmetric modes. These corrections can be given explicitly, thus allowing for an estimation
of errors, which arise if one ingnores the non–symmetric modes.
Recently there is also growing interest to incorporate (linear) perturbations [17] into the framework of
loop quantum cosmology [18]. Here we hope that a clear gauge invariant formulation of perturbations of
symmetry reduced models might help to understand for instance issues related to the gauge dependence
of these approaches. Since the scheme developed in this work is consistent to any order, it proves that
linear perturbations can be understood as lowest order of fully gauge invariant perturbations governed by
non–linear dynamics. Similar gauge issues are present in recent developments in background independent
approaches to the graviton propagator [19].
A gauge invariant canonical perturbation theory could be also fruitful in classical applications, such
as second (and higher) order perturbation theory around cosmological solutions [20] or black holes. The
main difficulty here is to control the gauge dependence of the results. This gauge dependence can be
understood from the fact, that one has to identify spacetime points in the “physical” (non–symmetric)
universe with spacetime points in the “background” universe, around which the perturbation is taken.
This identification can be related to a choice of coordinates for the “physical” universe. One might wonder
why we attempt to develop a perturbation theory in the canonical formalism, where one would expect
the problem to be even worse due to the foliation for the “physical” and “background” universe one has
to choose in the canonical framework.
The resolution is that we use observables as central objects, i.e. we attempt to approximate directly a
gauge invariant observable of the full theory and do not consider (the difference of) fields on two different
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manifolds representing the perturbed and unperturbed spacetime. Observables in the canonical formalism
correspond to phase space functions, gauge invariant observables are invariant under the action of the
constraints (the gauge generators).
The phase space of general relativity is just a representation of the space of all spacetimes (i.e.
solutions of the Einstein equations). Gauge invariant phase space functions give the same value on
spacetimes which are related by a diffeomorphism. Hence by considering gauge invariant phase space
functions we do not need to worry about the identification process between points in the perturbed and
unperturbed spacetime.
In order to approximate gauge invariant phase space functions we have to declare which variables
are to be considered small. This choice is done in such a way that the approximate observables coincide
with the exact observables if evaluated on the symmetry reduced sector of the phase space. Indeed the
zeroth order variables can be defined by an averaging procedure. First oder phase space functions vanish
on symmetric spacetimes, higher order phase space functions are products of first order phase space
functions. Note that the splitting of phase space variables into zeroth and first order is done on the gauge
variant level. Generically a gauge invariant phase space function is a sum of terms of different order.
This approach has similarities to the (1 + 3) covariant perturbation theory [21] which introduces a
preferred timelike observer congruence. In this work we rather have to declare a part of the degrees of
freedom, as for instance scalar fields or the longitudinal modes of the gravitational field, to be used as
clocks, which might be a more general procedure. However we think that it should be possible to recover
the (1 + 3) covariant perturbation theory if one manages to match the choice of clocks to the preferred
observer congruence. On the general relation between observables in the canonical theory and “covariant”
observables, see [7].
A key feature of this work is, that we keep the zeroth order variables as fully dynamical phase space
variables and not just as parameters describing the background universe as one would do in a perturbation
around a fixed phase space point. Indeed we have to keep the zeroth order variables as canonical variables
to allow for a consistent gauge invariant framework to higher than linear order. Moreover this provides
a very natural description for backreaction effects: these arise as higher order corrections to observables
arising through averaging of (time evolved) phase space variables. Since this approach is gauge invariant
it could shed some light on the discussion whether these backreactions are measurable effects or caused
by a specific choice of gauge, see for instance [22, 23, 24]. As already mentioned we have to choose clocks,
which define also the hypersurfaces (by physical criteria, e.g. by demanding that a scalar field is constant
on these hypersurfaces) over which the averaging is performed. Therefore the observables describing the
backreacion effects depend on the choice of clocks. However, as we will see, one can find relations between
the gauge invariant observables corresponding to one choice of clocks and the gauge invariant observables
corresponding to another choice of clocks.
Let us shortly describe the main ideas of the approach developed here: We will approximate a special
class of gauge invariant observables, known as complete observables [6, 25, 7]. The complete observables
have the advantage that they describe the dynamics of the theory by giving the evolution of certain
non–gauge invariant observables (the partial observables) with respect to other non–gauge invariant
observables (the clock variables). In [25] methods to compute these complete observables were developed,
in particular a power series was derived.
This power series serves as a starting point for our approximation scheme. We will devide the phase
space variables into two sets, namely variables of zeroth and variables of first order. This devision can be
implemented by using a projection operator on the space of phase space functions which projects onto
the symmetry reduced sector. First order variables are projected to zero. For cosmological applications
this projection operator is defined by an averaging procedure. Now one can define approximate complete
observables of order k by omitting in the power series all terms of order higher than k.
Moreover one can define evolution equations for these complete observables and even gauge invariant
functions, that generate this evolution (that is Hamiltonians). As we will see the calculation of the
complete observables up to a certain order can be cast into a form where “free propagation” (i.e. the
linear propagation of the first order variables on the symmetry reduced background and the evolution
of zeroth order variables in the symmetry reduced sector), is perturbed by interaction processes between
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first order fields and between first order fields and the zeroth order variables.
In the next section 2 we will shortly summarize the necessary details concerning complete observables
for a general gauge system (in a canonical description). Furthermore we will define gauge invariant
Hamiltonians, which generate the physical time evolution with respect to the clocks. Section 3 introduces
the approximation scheme for a general system around a symmetry reduced sector. There we also define
approximate gauge invariant observables of a certain order and consider first properties of approximate
complete observables.
In section 4 we consider this scheme for perturbations around a sector describing isotropic and homo-
geneous cosmologies. We derive and interpret the power series expressions for the complete observables.
Then we consider the transformation between complete observables defined with respect to different
choices of clocks (which can be understood as representing different families of observers). Section 6 de-
fines lapse and shift functions, which allows to compare this canonical approach to covariant approaches.
Lapse and shift function determine foliations of spacetimes. These foliations are defined by the choice of
clock variables, i.e. by physical conditions.
Section 7 gives explicit examples for clock variables. We consider clocks built from the gravitational
degrees of freedom and clocks defined by the matter field degrees of freedom. For the former case we can
give a set of clock variables which is related to the longitudinal gauge (see for instance [17]), the dynamics
of the corresponding complete observables is considered in appendix B.
In section 8 we consider the equations of motion for first order complete observables (associated to
the scalar modes) and a method to find these complete observables. Then we consider the lowest order
backreaction effects, that is second order complete observables associated to zeroth order functions. We
evaluate the backreaction effect for a very simple toy model, namely a Bianchi–I–universe treated as a
perturbation of a homogeneous and isotropic universe, in section 10.
The appendix contains a definition of tensor mode decomposition (section A), the equations of motions
for the first oder complete observables associated to the scalar modes with longitudinal gauge clocks
(section B) and tensor modes (section C), as well as a discussion of issues related to the so called
linearization instabilities (section D).
2 Complete observables
In this section we will give a short introduction to complete observables for finite dimensional systems.
The generalization to infinite dimensional systems is straightforward. For further details we refer the
reader to [25, 7, 9]. A very short summary of the necessary details on constraint systems can be found in
[25], for a longer introduction see for instance [26]. In order to explain some of the properties of complete
observables we will express them using a power series, which we are now going to derive.
To this end we consider a first class (non–degenerate) constraint system with constraints {Cj}mj=1.
Since the system is first class all the constraints generate gauge transformations [26]. Assume that we
can find a set of phase space functions {TK}mK=1 (called clock variables) such that the determinant of
the matrix
AKj := {TK , Cj} (2.1)
is always non–vanishing (as a function on phase space). In this case we can define an equivalent set of
first class constraints C˜K by multiplying the original constraints with the inverse of the matrix A
K
j :
C˜K := Cj (A
−1)jK (2.2)
where here and in the following we sum over repeated indices. These new constraints are (weakly, i.e.
modulo terms proportional to the constraints) conjugated to the clock variables, that is they satisfy
{TK, C˜L} ≃ δKL (2.3)
where by “≃” we denote that this equation holds modulo terms proportional to the constraints.
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From this property (2.3) one can prove2 that the constraints C˜K are weakly Abelian, i.e. their Poisson
bracket is proportional to terms at least quadratic in the constraints:
{C˜K , C˜L} = O(C2) . (2.4)
Hence the gauge transformations generated by these constraints commute on the constraint hypersurface.
This allows us to define gauge invariant observables F[f ;TK ](τ), called complete observables, by a power
series (assuming that this power series converges):
F[f ;TK ](τ) =
∞∑
r=0
1
r!
{· · · {f, C˜K1}, · · · }, C˜Kr} (τK1 − TK1) · · · (τKr − TKr) . (2.5)
Here f is a phase space function (called the partial observable) and {τK}mK=1 are a set of constants. Due
to the properties (2.3,2.4) the Poisson bracket of the series (2.5) with the constraints vanishes at least
weakly. Hence the complete observable F[f ;TK ](τ) is (weakly) gauge invariant, that is a (weak) Dirac
observable.
Furthermore we have that the complete observable coincides with the partial observable f if restricted
to the (gauge fixing) hypersurface defined by {TK = τK}mK=1. Therefore we can understand the complete
observables as gauge invariant extensions of gauge restricted functions, where the gauge is given by
{TK = τK}mK=1. (In this way one can find a definition of complete observables alternative to the power
series (2.5) , see [25].) From this observation it follows that associating complete observables to partial
observables is an algebraic morphism, i.e. we have
F[f ·g+h ;TK ](τ) ≃ F[f ;TK ](τ) · F[g ;TK ] + F[hTK ](τ) (2.6)
as can be also seen in a more elaborate way by using the power series (2.5).
The value of the the complete observables is constant on the gauge orbits. In generally covariant
systems, such as general relativity, the orbits describing time evolution (i.e. foliations of space–times) are
part of the gauge orbits, or in other words coordinate time evolution is actually a gauge transformation.
Hence gauge invariant observables are constant in coordinate time.
Nevertheless one can vary the parameters τK in the complete observable F[f ;T ](τ). Then the value
of the phase space function F[f ;T ](τ) does change. We can interpret this change as a time evolution
with respect to the chosen clock variables TK . Indeed the complete observable F[f ;T ](τ) gives the value
of the phase space function f at that “moment” at which the clocks TK show the values τK . Using
the representation of the complete observable as the power series (2.5) one can derive the “equations of
motions”
∂
∂τM
F[f ;TK ](τ) ≃ F[ {f,C˜M} ;TK ](τ) (2.7)
which replace the usual time evolution equations. The usual initial conditions are now replaced by
F[f ;TK ](τ)
∣∣{TL=τL}m
L=1
= f . (2.8)
This closes our short introduction to complete observables. In the remainder of this section we define
generalizations of energy like observables.
Here we understand energy as a phase space function which generates the physical time evolution in
(one of the parameters) τM . Hence we ask whether there exists gauge invariant phase space functions
HM which generate the evolution (2.7), that is these functions should satisfy
∂
∂τM
F[f ;TK ](τ) ≃ {F[f ;TK ](τ), HM (τ)} (2.9)
2 Compute {{TK , C˜M}, C˜L} directly and using the Jacobi identity. Comparing the two results one can conclude that
the structure functions f˜L
KM
defined by {C˜K , C˜M} = f˜LKM C˜L have to vanish on the constraint hypersurface.
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where we allowed for a τ–dependence of these τ–generators. If the variation in say τ1 corresponds to
time evolution (with respect to the physical clock T 1) one could interpret the corresponding generator
H1(τ) as a possibly τ–dependent “physical Hamiltonian” [27] (as opposed to the Hamiltonian or scalar
constraint in general relativity which vanishes on physical configurations).
Indeed, in the case that the clock variables TK Poisson commute, it is possible to find functions
HK(τ) that satisfy (2.9) . However this equation is not satisfied for all phase space functions f , we have
to exclude functions which depend on the clocks TK and functions which do not commute with the clocks
TK .
We will look for the gauge invariant functions HL(τ) by assuming that they can be written as complete
observables F[hL;TK ](τ). The partial observables hL have to satisfy
∂
∂τL
F[f ;TK ](τ) ≃ F[{f,C˜L} ;TK ](τ) ≃ {F[f ;TK ](τ) , F[hL;TK ](τ)} ≃ F[{f,hL}∗ ; TK ](τ) (2.10)
where {f, g}∗ denotes the Dirac bracket with respect to the gauge {TK = τK}:
{f, hL}∗ ≃ {f, hL} − {f, C˜K}{TK, hL}+ {f, TK}{C˜K , hL} − {f, C˜K}{TK, TM}{C˜M , hL} . (2.11)
For the last equation in (2.10) we use the general property
{F[f ; TK ] , F[g ; TK ] } ≃ F[{f,g}∗ ; TK ](τ) (2.12)
which can be proven by using the power series (2.5). Here one needs to prove equation (2.12) only up
to terms at least linear in the clocks TK , or in other words on the gauge restricted surface {TK = τK}.
Then one can use that the right hand side has to be gauge invariant (because the left hand side is), hence
it can be written as the gauge invariant extension of a {TK = τK}–gauge restricted function.
Comparing equation (2.10) with equation (2.11) we see that the functions hL have to satisfy
{f, C˜L} ≃ {f, hL} − {f, C˜K}{TK, hL}+ {f, TK}{C˜K , hL} − {f, C˜K}{TK, TM}{C˜M , hL}+
O((T − τ)) (2.13)
where O(T − τ) denotes terms vanishing on the gauge fixing hypersurface {TK = τK}.
This equation can be satisfied if we chooce hL = −PL where PL is a phase space function such that
{TK , PL} = δKL +O(C), i.e. PL has to be a momentum (weakly) conjugated to TL and to commute with
the other clocks. Furthermore we have the condition that f has to commute with PL as well as with the
clocks {TK}mK=1 and that the clocks have to be Abelian. (However the “momenta” {PL}mL=1 do not have
to Poisson commute with each other.) Note that we can add to hL = −PL arbitray functions vanishing
on the constraint hypersurface, for instance C˜L. Such additions do not change the associated complete
observable (on the constraint hypersurface). Also, if one is interested only in the generator associated to
one specific τM parameter, say τ1, it is sufficient to specifiy P1.
Therefore we will assume that the clock variables {TK}mK=1 are Abelian. In this case one can find
(locally) symplectic coordinate charts of the form {{TK}mK=1, {PK}mK=1, {qa, pa}} where the PK are
conjugated to the TK and the set {qa, pa} denotes the remaining symplectic coordinates.
Then we can define complete observables F[−PL ;TK ](τ) that generate the evolution in the parameters
τL according to
∂
∂τL
F[f ;TK ](τ) ≃ {F[f ;TK ](τ), F[−PL ;TK ](τ)} ≃ F[{f,−PL}∗ ; TK ](τ) (2.14)
for f a function of the {qa, pa} only. (It is actually sufficient that f commutes with the clocks {TK}mK=1
and with the momentum ΠL.) Note however that the complete observables associated to the set {qa, pa}
give a complete set of gauge invariant observables. Indeed the restriction to these coordinates as partial
observables is natural: The complete observable associated to a clock TK is a constant τK , hence we
cannot generate evolution in this constant via a Poisson bracket with a generating function. The canonical
momenta ΠK can be solved for by using the constraints.
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In general it may happen that the Dirac bracket {f,−PL}∗ may depend on the clocks also if f does
not depend on the clocks. This will occur if the physical Hamiltonian F[−PL ; TK ](τ) is τ dependent. This
is analogous to the situation of an explicit time dependent Hamiltonian in usual classical mechanics. As in
the latter case we have to add to the time evolution equations a piece that takes care of this τ–dependence
(we will also add a piece, which takes care of the possibly dependence of f on the momenta PK):
∂
∂τL
F[f ;TK ](τ) ≃ {F[f ;TK ](τ), F[−PL ;TK ](τ)} + F[{f,PL},TK ](τ) + F[{f,TM}{C˜M ,PL} ;TK ](τ) (2.15)
holds for arbitrary phase space functions f .
A τ–generator F[−PL ;TK ](τ) does not depend on τ if the momentum PL Poisson commutes with the
constraints, i.e. if PL is gauge invariant. This corresponds to a time independent Hamiltonian in classical
mechanics, i.e. systems with conserved energy. One can always find a set of Abelian clocks {TK}mK=1
and a set of conjugated momenta {PK}mK=1 such that l = min(m,n − m) of the momenta are gauge
invariant and do not vanish identically on the constraint hypersurface.3 Here 2n is the dimension of the
phase space.
We want to emphasize that given a set of clocks the τ–generators F[−PL ; TK ](τ) are not uniquely
determined. To have uniquely determined τ–generators (modulo constants and constraints) we have to
specify the momenta conjugated to the clocks or alternatively the partial observables we want to evolve
according to (2.14). One choice of momenta would be PL = C˜L. In this case the τ–generators would
vanish on the constraint hypersurface. This is consistent with equation (2.14) because functions f allowed
in this equations have to be gauge invariant, which means that the associated complete observables do
not depend on the parameters τK .
In summary we see that complete observables can be used to express dynamics in a gauge invariant
way and lead furthermore to a generalization of the notions of time (which is specified by using clocks)
and energy (which is specified by the clocks and a subset of partial observables for which we want to
describe dynamics).
3 Approximate complete observables
We will now develop a perturbation scheme for the complete observables. For such a scheme we need to
specify which kind of quantities we perturb in, i.e. the quantities assumed to be small. In this approach
these quantities will be phase space dependent, therefore we will get a good approximation in certain
regions of phase space. One example of such quantities are deviations from a fixed phase space point
(serving as a background, e.g. a phase space point describing flat space). We considered a perturbation
scheme for this case in [9].
In this work we are interested in deviations from a whole (symmetry reduced) sector of the phase
space. In general relativity such a sector could for instance correspond to homogeneous and isotropic
space–times. In general we will describe the sector, we want to perturb around, by a linear projection
operator P , which acts on the space of phase space functions. The projection property means that
P · P = P .
In particular we can apply the projection operator to some set of symplectic coordinates (which can
be understood as phase space functions) (χa, πa) with a = 1, . . . , n where 2n is the dimension of the
phase space. Then we can write
χa = P · χa + (Id− P) · χa , πa = P · πa + (Id− P) · πa . (3.1)
The sector we perturb around is given by the vanishing of the “fluctuations” (Id−P) ·χa and (Id−P) ·πa.
3 This statement has to be understood locally, i.e. the phase space function in question may only be defined locally.
The proof [28] basically uses that one can locally always find a polarization of the phase space in which (n − m) of the
symplectic coordinate pairs are gauge invariants [29].
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For our purposes we will assume that the projection operator P is of the following form4: There exist
symplectic coordinate charts (χ′c, π′c)nc=1 such that the projection on the symplectic coordinates is given
by
P · χ′a = 0 , P · π′a = 0 (3.2)
for a in some subset I of the index set {1, . . . , n} and
P · χ′b = χ′b , P · π′b = π′b (3.3)
for the remaining indices b /∈ I.
The projection operator acts on a general phase space function f by setting all fluctuation variables
(χ′a, π′a)a∈I in f to zero, that is
(P · f)(χ′a, π′a; χ′b, π′b) = f(P · χ′a, P · π′a; P · χ′b, P · π′b) = f(0, 0;χ′b, π′b) . (3.4)
where the index a takes values in the set I and the index b in {1, . . . , n}/I
The fluctuation variables (χ′a, π′a)a∈I will be considered to be small, that is functions linear in these
variables are defined to be of first order, functions quadratic in these variables of second order and so on.
The variables (χ′b, π′b)b/∈I are defined to be of zeroth order.
It is sometimes more convenient not to work with the symplectic coordinates (χ′c, π′c)nc=1 but with
some other set (χc, πc). The projection operator acts of course also on this set and we can define the
(degenerate) coordinates
xc = (Id− P) · χc , pc = (Id− P) · πc , Xc = P · χc , P c = P · πc . (3.5)
Since χc = Xc + xc and πc = Pc + pc we can expand (suitable) phase space functions in the fluctuation
variables (xa, pa) and introduce a classification of phase space functions by defining the variables (x
a, pa)
to be of first order. This classification will coincide with the previous one if the coordinates (χ′c, π′c)nc=1
and (χc, πc) are related by a linear symplectic transformation, which we will assume to be the case.
The coordinates (3.5) do not need to be symplectic anymore, the Poisson brackets have to be deter-
mined by
{Xc, Pd} = {P · χc , P · πd} , {xc, pd} = {(Id− P) · χc , (Id− P) · πd} . (3.6)
The Poisson brackets between fluctuation variables (xc, pc) and the “sector” variables (X
c, Pc) vanish.
Moreover we have the condition on the fluctuation variables that P ·xa = P ·pa = 0. Also the coordinates
(Xa, Pa) will be in general highly degenerate.
The Poisson bracket of a phase space function of order l with a phase space function of order k can
in general consist of a term of order (l + k) and of a term of order (l + k − 2) (for l, k ≥ 1). The higher
order term can arise through the Poisson bracket between the zero order variables (Xc, Pc). The Poisson
bracket of a phase space function of order l with a zeroth order term is of order l (or vanishes).
Note that perturbations around a fixed phase space point m0 arise as a special case: The projection
operator is given by P · f = f(m0) · 1, that is P maps all functions to constant functions, where the
constant is given by the evaluation of the phase space function at the phase space point m0. Symplectic
coordinates (χ′c, π′c) with properties (3.2,3.3) can be found starting from any symplectic coordinate chart
(χc, πc) and defining χ′c = χc − χc(m0) and π′c = πc − πc(m0). The index set I in (3.2,3.3) coincides
with the set {1, . . . , n}.
For the following we will introduce some notation in order to specify terms of a certain order in a
phase space function f : with (k)f we will denote all terms which are of order k in f , with [k]f we will
denote all terms in f which are of order less or equal to k.
4This assumption can be cast into the language of Poisson embeddings, see [16]. It ensures that the kinematics of the
symmetry reduced system and of the symmetry reduced sector embedded into the full phase space coincide.
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We define gauge invariant observables of order k as phase space function which commute with the
constraints modulo terms of order k (and modulo constraints). Gauge invariant phase space functions of
order k can be obtained from phase space functions F which are exactly gauge invariant by omitting all
terms of order higher than k, i.e. by truncating to [k]F :
{[k]F,Cj} = {F,Cj} + {O(k + 1) , (0)Cj + (1)Cj + · · · } ≃ O(k) . (3.7)
where by O(l) we denote terms of order l or higher. Here the lowest order term on the right hand side
will in general appear through the Poisson bracket of the O(k+1) term with the first oder term (1)Cj of
the constraint. All other terms are of higher order.
In particular we can find approximate complete observables of order k by considering their truncation
to order k. In the following we will assume that the constraints C˜K and the clocks T
K can be divided
into two subsets {{C˜H}H∈H, {C˜I}I∈I} and {{TH}H∈H, {T I}I∈I}, such that the clocks TH are of zeroth
order and the clocks T I are of first order. For the constraints CH we assume that for an arbitrary first
order function (1)f
{(1)f, C˜H} = O(1) , (3.8)
which is satisfied if the constraints C˜H do not have a first order term
(1)C˜H = 0, however they may have
a zeroth order term. For the constraints C˜I we will assume that the zeroth order terms vanish and that
the first order terms do not vanish. Consider the power series for the complete observables (2.5)
F[f ;TK ](τ) ≃
∞∑
r=0
1
r!
{· · · {f, C˜K1}, · · · , }, C˜Kr} (τK1 − TK1) · · · (τKr − TKr)
≃
∞∑
r=0
r∑
s=0
1
(r − s)!s!{· · · {f, C˜H1}, · · · }, C˜H(r−s)}, C˜I1}, · · · }, C˜Is} ×
(τH1 − TH1) · · · (τH(r−s) − TH(r−s))× (τI1 − T I1) · · · (τIs − T Is)
≃
∞∑
p=0
∞∑
q=0
1
p! q!
{· · · {f, C˜H1}, · · · }, C˜Hq}(τH1 − TH1) · · · (τHq − THq) , C˜I1}, · · · }, C˜Ip} ×
(τI1 − T I1) · · · (τIp − T Ip) (3.9)
where we used that we can rearrange the constraints in any order and that the clocks TH commute (at
least weakly) with the constraints C˜I . Now set the parameters τ
I to zero. Then for the zeroth order
complete observable associated to a zeroth order function (0)f we have
(0)F[f ;TK ](τ
H , τI = 0) ≃
∞∑
q=0
1
q!
(0)({· · · {(0)f, C˜H1}, · · · }, C˜Hq})(τH1 − TH1) · · · (τHq − THq)
≃
∞∑
q=0
1
q!
{· · · {(0)f, (0)C˜H1}, · · · }, (0)C˜Hq}(τH1 − TH1) · · · (τHq − THq )
(3.10)
where the second equation holds due to our assumption on the constraints C˜H to have vanishing first
order parts. There only appear zeroth order variables in the second line in (3.10), hence we can say that
the zeroth order complete observables associated to a zeroth order function5 are the complete observables
of the symmetry reduced sector. The next higher order correction to this complete observable is a second
order term and can be considered as the correction (backreaction) term to the dynamics of the symmetry
reduced sector due to deviations from symmetry (in the initial values).
5 Note that the complete observables associated to a zeroth order function have vanishing first order, hence the zeroth
complete observable coincides with the first order complete observable in this case. The zeroth order complete observable
associated to a zeroth order function is therefore a gauge invariant observable of first order.
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One can also consider for instance the first order complete observable associated to a first order
function. As we will see these observables describe the propagation of linear perturbations (which are
linearly gauge invariant) on the symmetry reduced sector.
Note that this approach allows to find gauge invariant observables to any order k by omitting in the
series for the complete observables all terms of order higher than k. For this the assumptions we made
on the clocks {{TH}H∈H, {T I}I∈I} and the constraints {{C˜H}H∈H, {C˜I}I∈I} are not strictly necessary.
However we will see that with these conditions the computation of the complete observables is similar to
the usual perturbative calculations involving the “free” propagation of perturbations and their interaction
as well as the interaction of the zeroth order variables with the perturbations.
If the power series (3.9) for the complete observable converges it defines an exact gauge invariant
observable which coincides with the approximate Dirac observable [k]F[f ;TK ](τ) modulo terms of order
(k + 1). If the power series does not converge in some phase space region, this might be due to the fact
that the clock variables TK do not provide a good parametrization of the gauge orbits in this phase space
region [25]. In this case one can try to find a set of new clock variables T ′K , with a better behaviour
in this respect and such that (3.8) is satisfied also for these new clocks. Assume that the complete
observable F[f ′;T ′K ](τ
′H , τ ′I = 0) associated to these new clock variables and the partial observable
f ′ := [k]F[f ;TK ](τH , τI = 0) can be defined. This complete observable will also coincide with [k]F[f ;T ](τ)
modulo terms of order k, as can be seen by examining the power series (3.9) for a complete observable
and using that f ′ Poisson commutes modulo terms of order k with the constraints.
4 Application to cosmology
We will now apply the formalism to general relativity. The sector we perturb around will be the sector
describing homogeneous and isotropic (FLRW) cosmologies with a minimally coupled scalar field. We will
work with (complex) connection variables [30, 31], however the formalism is independent of the choice
of variables and can be also applied to real connection variables or the metric (ADM) variables [32]. We
will follow the conventions in [31].
The canonical variables are fields on a spatial manifold Σ the coordinates of which we will denote by
{σa}3a=1. We will assume that Σ is a compact manifold and diffeomorphic to the 3–Torus T 3 = S1×S1×S1
(in other words the fields are assumed to be periodic). For convenience we will assume that the coordinate
length of each spatial direction is equal to L = 1.
The configuration variables are given by a (complex) connection {Aja}3j,a=1 where latin letters from
the beginning of the alphabet denote spatial indices and from the middle of the alphabet su(2)–algebra
indices:
Aja = Γ
j
a + βK
j
a . (4.1)
We denote by β = i/2 the Immirzi parameter, Γja is the spin connection for the triads e
j
a andK
j
a = 2Kabe
b
j
is the extrinsic curvature where ebj is the inverse to the triad e
j
b. The spatial metric can be calculated
from the triads by qab = e
j
ae
k
b δjk. The conjugated momenta E
a
j are constructed out of the triads
Eaj = β
−1ǫaa1a2ǫjj1j2e
j1
a1e
j2
a2 (4.2)
where ǫaa1a2 and ǫjj1j2 are totally anti–symmetric tensors with ǫ123 = ǫ
123 = 1. This gives the following
relation between the momenta Eaj and the 3–metric
det(qcd) q
ab = β2EajE
b
kδ
kj . (4.3)
The Poisson brackets between the phase space variables are
{Aja(σ), Ebk(σ′)} = κδjkδbaδ(σ, σ′) (4.4)
where κ = 8πGN/c
3 is the gravitational coupling constant.
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Furthermore we have a scalar field ϕ and its conjugated momentum π which satisfy the commutation
relation
{ϕ(σ), π(σ′)} = γδ(σ, σ′) (4.5)
where γ is the coupling constant for the scalar field.
The constraints are given by the Gauss constraints Gj(σ), the vector constraints Va(σ) and the scalar
constraints C(σ):
Gj = κ
−1(∂aEaj + ǫjklA
k
aE
a
l )
Va = κ
−1F jabE
b
j + γ
−1π∂aϕ = κ−1(∂aA
j
b − ∂bAja + ǫjklAkaAlb)Ebj + γ−1π∂aϕ
C = κ−1β2F jabǫjklE
a
kE
b
l + γ
−1(12π
2 + 12β
2EajE
b
j∂aϕ∂bϕ+ β
3det(Eaj )V (ϕ)) (4.6)
where V (·) is the potential for the scalar field. Note that we use the scalar constraint with density weight
two here. In the following it will be convenient to work with the following combination of the constraints:
Gb := βδ
j
bGj (4.7)
Da := Va −AjaGj (4.8)
S := C + 2β2 ∂a(E
a
jGkδ
jk) . (4.9)
In particular Da is now quadratic in the canonical variables and acts as a diffeomorphism constraint.
We will expand the canonical variables around homogeneous and isotropic field configurations in the
following way:
Aa
j(σ) = Aβδja + aa
b(σ)βδjb , E
a
j(σ) = E β
−1δaj + e
a
b(σ)β
−1δbj
ϕ(σ) = Φ + φ(σ) , π(σ) = Π+ ρ(σ) . (4.10)
In this way A,E are real if evaluated on a homogeneous cosmology with flat slicing. This division of the
phase space into a homogeneous–isotropic sector and an inhomogeneous sector can be implemented by a
projection operator P acting on the fields defined by:
Aβ = P ·Aaj := 1
3
∫
Σ
δaj Aa
j
dσ E β−1 = P · Eaj := 1
3
∫
Σ
δjaE
a
j dσ
Φ = P · ϕ :=
∫
Σ
ϕdσ Π = P · π :=
∫
Σ
π dσ (4.11)
The Poisson brackets between the homogeneous variables and between the fluctuation variables can be
found by using the projection (4.11):
{A,E} = κ
3
{aab(σ), ecd(σ′)} = κδcaδbdδ(σ, σ′)−
κ
3
δbaδ
c
d
{Φ,Π} = γ {φ(σ), ρ(σ′)} = γδ(σ, σ′)− γ . (4.12)
The Poisson bracket between a homogeneous variable and a fluctuation variable vanishes.
In the following we will raise and lower the indices with the Kronecker symbols δab or δab respectively
(and not with the background metric Qab := Eδab).
It will be convenient to work with the Fourier transformed variables, using these the Poisson bracket
relations simplify. For any field f(σ) we define
f(k) =
∫
Σ
exp(−ik · σ)f(σ)dσ (4.13)
where k · σ := kaσa and the wave vector k takes values in 2π Z3. The inverse transform is
f(σ) =
∑
k∈{2pi Z3}
exp(ik · σ)f(k) . (4.14)
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Now the homogeneous variables are given by the (13× trace of the) k = 0 modes of the fields. The Poisson
brackets for the Fourier modes of the fluctuation variables are
{aab(k), ecd(k′)} = κδcaδdb δk,−k′ −
κ
3
δabδ
cdδk,0δk′,0
{φ(k), ρ(k′)} = γδk,−k′ − γδk,0δk′,0 (4.15)
where the additional terms on the right hand side implement that aa
a(0) = eaa(0) = φ(0) = ρ(0) = 0.
We want to remark that the Fourier transformed variables can be used to define the symplectic
coordinates used in section 3 in which the projection operator P maps part of the symplectic coordinates
to zero and leaves the other coordinates invariant. The homogeneous part of the coordinates would be
given by (
√
3A,
√
3E; Φ,Π). The symplectic pairs that are mapped to zero are given by (aab(k), e
ab(−k))
and (φ(k), π(−k)) for k 6= 0 and
(√
2
3 (
1
2a11(0)− a22(0) + 12a33(0)) ,
√
2
3 (
1
2e
11(0)− e22(0) + 12e33(0))
)
(
1√
2
(a11(0)− a33(0)) , 1√2 (e11(0)− e33(0))
)
. (4.16)
We expand the constraints Cj (where C0 = S, CDa = Da, CGa = Ga) in the homogeneous and
fluctuation variables in order to find the m-th order parts (m)Cj , taking the fluctuation variables as
first order and the homogeneous variables as zero order quantities. The zeroth order of the constraints
vanishes except for the scalar constraint:
(0)S = κ−16β2A2E2 + γ−1
(1
2
Π2 + E3V (Φ)
)
. (4.17)
The first order parts of the constraints are given by
(1)Gb = κ
−1(∂aeab + β A ǫbaceac + β E ǫbcaaac)
(1)Da = κ
−1(E (∂aabb − ∂baab)−A∂beba)+ γ−1Π ∂aφ
(1)S = κ−1
(
2E ∂b∂ae
ab + 2β AE ǫbac∂
beac + 4β2AE2 ab
b + 4β2A2E eaa
)
+
γ−1
(
Π ρ+ E3V ′(Φ)φ+ E2V (Φ) eaa
)
(4.18)
where in the Fourier transformed quantities the partial derivative stands for (∂af)(k) = ikaf(k). Note
that the first order of the zero modes of the diffeomorphism constraints Da vanish, this is related to
the linearization instabilities of backgrounds with compact spatial slices and Killing vectors [34]. In the
following we will ignore the integrated diffeomorphism constraints Da(0) and show in appendix D that
one can indeed deal with these constraints after one has computed the complete observable with respect
to all the other constraints. Another way to circumvent the problem of linearization instabilities is to
couple the system to massless scalar fields and perturb around non–homogeneous field configurations of
these scalar fields. This will be explained in section 7.1.
The first order part of the zero mode scalar constraint vanishes too, however the overall scalar con-
straints has a zero order component. For this reason we do not have a linearization instability correspond-
ing to the scalar constraint: rather than viewing the second order part of the integrated scalar constraint
as a restriction on the first order variables, we see it as a correction to the zeroth order part, signifying
a backreaction effect of the perturbation variables onto the homogeneous variables. This viewpoint is
possible because the zeroth order variables are part of the phase space, which differs from a perturbative
approach around a fixed background.
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Furthermore we need the integrated second order of the scalar constraint:
(2)S(0) =
∑
k
κ−1
(
2βE ǫcad(∂aabc(k)− ∂baac(k))ebd(−k) + β2E2 (aaa(k)abb(−k)− aab(k)aba(−k)) +
β2A2 (eaa(k)e
b
b(−k)− eab(k)eba(−k)) + 2β2AE (aaa(k)ebb(−k) + aab(k)eab(−k))
)
+
γ−1
(
1
2ρ
2 + 12 E
2 δab(∂aφ)(k)(∂bφ)(−k) + E2V ′(Φ) eaa(k)φ(−k) +
1
2 E
3V ′′(Φ)φ(k)φ(−k) + 12 EV (Φ) (eaa(k)ebb(−k)− eab(k)eba(−k))
)
. (4.19)
To construct complete observables we need to choose a set of clock variables TK(k) where K ∈
{0, Da,Ga; a = 1, 2, 3} and k ∈ 2π Z3. This has to be done in a way such that at least the zeroth order
of the matrix
AKj (k, k′) := {TK(k), Cj(k′)} (4.20)
is invertible. This will ensure that at least to the lowest order the clock variables provide a good
parametrization of the gauge orbits (and that is the reason we have to exclude the integrated diffeo-
morphism constraints, since these start at second order).
We will choose the clock T 0(0) to have a non–vanishing zeroth order part and a vanishing first order
part. All the other clocks should have vanishing zero order parts. This will ensure that the new constraints
C˜K(k) and the clocks T
K have a similar structure as explained above equation (3.8). (We are a bit more
general here.) The structure of the matrix A is then as follows. The zeroth order of the matrix is of
diagonal block form, that is
(0)A0j (0, k′) = 0 if j 6= 0 or k′ 6= 0
(0)AK0 (k, 0) = 0 if K 6= 0 or k 6= 0 . (4.21)
Since we will quite often need to exclude the index combinations (j = 0 and k = 0) as well as (K =
0 and k = 0) from the set of indices to sum over, we will introduce indices (jˆ, Kˆ, kˆ) to signify that these
do not assume the values (j = 0 andk = 0) or (K = 0 andk = 0). (Also these indices do not include
j,K = Da and k = 0, since we excluded the integrated diffeomorphism constraints.)
Moreover the first order of the matrix element A00(0, 0) = {T 0(0), C0(0)} vanishes. This structure of
the matrix A ensures that the constraint
C˜0(0) :=
∑
k′
Cj(k
′)(A−1)j0(k′, 0)
= C0(0)(A−1)00(0, 0) +
∑
kˆ′
Cjˆ(kˆ
′)(A−1)jˆ0(kˆ′, 0) (4.22)
has vanishing first order. To see this we have to convince ourselves that the first order of (A−1)00(0, 0)
and the zeroth order of (A−1)jˆ0(kˆ′, 0) are vanishing. The latter follows from the fact that A is of diagonal
block form (4.21), hence the inverse has the same kind of block form. Furthermore, the first order of the
inverse of A can be expanded as
(1)(A−1)j0(k′, 0) = −
∑
k′′,k′′′
(0)(A−1)jK(k′, k′′) (1)AKm(k′′, k′′′) (0)(A−1)m0 (k′′′, 0)
= −
∑
k′′
(0)(A−1)jK(k′, k′′) (1){TK(k′′), C0(0)} (0)(A−1)00(0, 0) (4.23)
For j = 0 and K = 0 the sum in the last line collapses to just one term
(1)(A−1)00(0, 0) = −(0)(A−1)00(0, 0) (1){T 0(0), C0(0)} (0)(A−1)00(0, 0) = 0 (4.24)
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where we used that the first order of C0(0) and T
0(0) vanishes.
Hence the first order of the constraint C˜0(0) vanishes. Also this constraint is the sole one among the
C˜K(k) with a non–vanishing zeroth order part:
(0)C˜K(k) =
∑
k′
(0)Cj(k
′) (0)(A−1)jK(k′, k) = (0)C0(0) (0)(A−1)0K(0, k) (4.25)
vanishes for K 6= 0 or k 6= 0 because of the block diagonal form of the zeroth order of A.
Let us consider the series for the complete observable F[f ;TK ](τ) associated to a function f and with
parameter values τ0(0) = τ and τ Kˆ(kˆ) = 0:
F[f ;TK ](τ) ≃
∞∑
r=0
∑
k1,...,kr
1
r!
{· · · {f, C˜K1(k1)}, · · · }C˜Kr(kr)}(τK1(k1)− TK1(k1)) · · · (τKr (kr)− TKr(kr))
≃
∞∑
r=0
r∑
s=0
∑
kˆ1,...,kˆr
1
(r − s)!s!{· · · {f, C˜0(0)}(r−s), C˜Kˆ1(kˆ1)}, · · · }, C˜Kˆs(kˆs)} ×
(τ − T 0(0))r−s × (−T Kˆ1(kˆ1)) · · · (−T Kˆs(kˆs))
≃
∞∑
p=0
∞∑
q=0
∑
kˆ1,...,kˆp
1
q! p!
{· · · {f, C˜0(0)}q(τ − T 0(0))q , C˜Kˆ1(kˆ1)}, · · · }, C˜Kˆp(kˆp)} ×
(−T Kˆ1(kˆ1)) · · · (−T Kˆp(kˆp)) (4.26)
where we denote by {·, ·}q iterated Poisson brackets {f, g}q = {{f, g}(q−1), g} and {f, g}0 = f . We
used in the first step that we can arrange the constraints C˜K(k) in any order since they commute
up to terms quadratic in the constraints. In the second step we exploited that T 0(0) commutes with
the constraints C˜Kˆ(kˆ) up to terms proportional to the constraints. The result can be interpreted in
the following way: The complete observable F[f ;TK ](τ) can be calculated by first finding the complete
observable corresponding to the single constraint C˜0(0) with parameter value τ and then computing the
complete observable associated to this result with respect to the remaining constraints. One can also
choose to perform the calculation in the other way around, i.e. first compute the complete observable
with respect to the constraints C˜Kˆ(kˆ) and then to deal with the constraint C˜0(0). Here one uses the fact
that the clocks T Kˆ(kˆ) commute with the constraint C˜0(0) up to terms proportional to the constraints.
F[f ;TK ](τ) ≃
∞∑
p=0
∞∑
q=0
∑
kˆ1,...,kˆp
1
q! p!
{
{· · · {f, C˜Kˆ1(kˆ1)}, · · · }C˜Kˆp(kˆp)} ×
(−T Kˆ1(kˆ1)) · · · (−T Kˆp(kˆp)) , C˜0(0)
}
q
(τ − T 0(0))q .(4.27)
Assume that f is a zeroth or first order quantity. Expanding the complete observable (4.26,4.27) up
to a certain order m in the fluctuation variables, we see that we need the constraints C˜0(0) up to order
m for f zeroth and up to order (m+ 1) for f first order. We need the remaining constraints up to order
m for f first order and up to order (m − 1) for f zeroth order . The reason for this is that the lowest
order in {g, C˜Kˆ(kˆ)} is (n − 1) if g has lowest order n. However for each Poisson bracket with such a
constraint the expression gets multiplied with the clock variable T Kˆ(kˆ) which is at least of first order.
On the other hand {g, C˜0(0)} is at least of order n if g has lowest order n, so one does not loose any
order in the Poisson brackets with the constraint C˜0(0). Hence it is crucial that the constraint C˜0(0) has
a vanishing first order part, otherwise a perturbational calculation in the usual sense is not possible.
We can interpret expression (4.26) in the following way: First we have to evolve the partial observable
f with respect to the constraint C˜0(0) which generates time evolution with respect to the clock T
0(0). If
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we want to calculate the complete observable to a certain order m we have to calculate this evolution up
to terms of order m. This evolution can be broken up into “free evolution” described by the zeroth (for
the zeroth order variables) and second order (for the first order variables) part of C˜0(0) and “interaction
processes” described by the higher order parts (and the second order part for the interaction of the
homogeneous variables with the inhomogeneities).
In a second step we have to calculate the gauge invariant extension of the (clock) time evolved function.
This requires only a finite number of terms in the second (outer) sum since we can omit all terms with
more than m factors of the (inhomogeneous) clocks T Kˆ(kˆ).
In the case that f is of zeroth order, i.e. a “background variable”, the zeroth order complete observable
corresponds to the complete observable in the isotropic and homogeneous model. Higher (than first) order
complete observables take into account the backreaction of the fluctuations onto the background.
For f first order the first order complete observable describes (linearized) propagation of first order
gauge invariant perturbations. The time evolution of these perturbations is expressed with respect to a
physical clock (defined by a homogeneous variable). This is different from the usual theory of perturba-
tions on a fixed background [17].
5 Transformation between different sets of clock variables
In this section we will explore the dependence of the complete variables on the choice of clock variables.
Since one can understand the complete observables also as gauge invariant extensions of gauge restricted
functions this will also enable us to connect different gauges.
To derive a relation between the complete observables with respect to two different sets of clock
variables {TK(k)} and {T ′K(k)} we will come back to the interpretation of the complete observables:
The complete observables F[f ;TK ](τ
K) assigns to a phase space point x the value of the function f at
the point y on the gauge orbit through x at which the clocks TK(k) coincide with the parameter values
τK(k), that is TK(k)|y = τK(k).
If one replaces in F[f ;TK ](τ
K) the τK(k) parameters by the complete observables F[TK(k);T ′L](τ
′L) one
will get the value of f at that point z on the gauge orbit through x at which the clocks TK(k) coincide
with the complete observables F[TK(k);T ′L](τ
′L). Notice that whereas TK(k) changes along the gauge
orbit the complete observable F[TK(k);T ′L](τ
′L) is constant along the gauge orbit, so with the assumption
that the clocks provide a good parametrization of the gauge orbit the point z is uniquely determined.
Hence z is a point on the gauge orbit through x which has to satisfy
TK(k)|z ≃ F[TK(k);T ′L](τ ′L) . (5.1)
The complete observable F[TK(k);T ′L](τ
′L) on the right hand side gives the value of TK(k) on that point y′
on the gauge orbit through x on which the clocks T ′L(k) coincide with the parameter values τ ′L(k). Hence
the point z in (5.1) has to coincide with the point y′, characterized by the condition T ′L(k)|y′ = τ ′
L
(k).
Therefore we can conclude that
F[f ;TK ](F[TK(k);T ′L](τ
′L)) ≃ F[f ;T ′L](τ ′L) . (5.2)
This gives us a relation between the complete observables with respect to two different sets of clock
variables. If one wants to use this formula in order to obtain F[f ;T ′L](τ
′L) from F[f ;TK ](τK) one needs
the functional dependence of the complete observable F[f ;TK ] on the parameter values τ
K(k). However
with the exception of the parameter τ0(0) we set these clock parameters to zero. One can nevertheless
use formula (5.2) if one Taylor expands the left hand side around some fixed values for the parameters
τK(k). This would give a formula connecting complete observables with respect to clock variables T ′K(k)
with complete observables with respect to TK(k).
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A simpler way to obtain a formula for F[f ;T ′L](τ
′L) as a function of complete observables with respect
to the clocks TK(k) is to start with the power series for F[f ;T ′L](τ
′L)
F[f ;T ′L](τ
′L) ≃
∞∑
r=0
∑
k1,...,kr
1
r!
{· · · {f, C˜′K1(k1)}, · · · }, C˜′Kr}
(τ ′K1(k1)− T ′K1(k1)) · · · (τ ′Kr(kr)− T ′Kr(kr)) (5.3)
where C˜′K(k) =
∑
k Cj(k
′)(A′−1)jK(k
′, k) and A′Kj (k, k
′) = {T ′K(k), Cj(k′)}. Now we take both sides of
equation (5.3) as “input function” f for the complete observable F[f,TK ](τ
K). The left hand side does not
change, since the complete observable associated to a Dirac observable is given by the Dirac observable
itself. Therefore we get
F[f ;T ′L](τ
′L) ≃
∞∑
r=0
∑
k1,...,kr
1
r!
F[{···{f,C˜′K1 (k1)},··· },C˜′Kr} ; TK ](τ
K)
(τ ′K1(k1)− F[T ′K1 (k1) ;TK ](τK)) · · · (τ ′
Kr(kr)− F[T ′Kr (kr) ;TK ](τK)) (5.4)
as a formula for a complete observable with respect to clocks T ′L as a function of complete observables
with respect to clocks TK .
In a first order approximation (for f first order) and for the case that the clocks T 0(0) = T ′(0) and
the corresponding parameter values τ0(0) = τ ′0(0) = τ coincide formula (5.4) reduces to
(1)F[f ;T ′L](τ) ≃ (1)F[f ;TK ](τ) −
∑
kˆ
(0)F[(0){f,C˜′
Kˆ
(kˆ)} ;TL](τ)
(1)F
[T ′Kˆ(kˆ) ;TL]
(τ) . (5.5)
Here we set all the other parameter values τ Kˆ(kˆ) = τ ′Kˆ(kˆ) = 0 to zero and we used that τ =
F[T ′0(0) ;TL](τ).
If we have found the first order complete observables associated to some basis of phase space functions
with respect to one set of clocks T Kˆ(kˆ), we can calculate the first order complete observables with respect
to another set of clocks with the help of formula (5.5). Formulae for higher order complete observables
can be derived by expanding (5.4) to the appropriate order.
6 Lapse and shift functions
As explained earlier the complete observables F[f ;Tk](τ
K) can also be understood as gauge invariant
extensions of the phase space function f using the gauge {TK(k) = τK(k) ∀K, k}. Considering the
complete observables just for one fixed set of parameters τK would correspond to a “frozen time” picture.
The time evolution is generated by a constraint, that is time evolution is a gauge transformation. Fixing
all gauge degrees of freedom would also mean to consider a fixed time. However, we can choose a one–
parameter family of gauge fixings, as for instance T 0(0) = τ, T Kˆ(kˆ) = 0 for τ in (some subset of) R, that
would represent a varying time.
A phase space point on the constraint hypersurface gives rise to a solution of the equation of motion,
that is a space–time manifold. The one–parameter family of gauge fixings defines a foliation of this
space–time manifold, as well as spatial coordinates on each of the leafs of the foliation. Hence we can
find (phase space dependent) lapse functions and shift vectors using this foliation and characterize our
choice for the clock variables and the one–parameter family of τ–parameters.
Lapse and shift can be used to construct the four–dimensional metric using the four–dimensional
coordinates given by the foliation. This allows one to compare the results of this approach to (covariant)
methods utilizing gauge fixing.
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From (2.7) we see that the (gauge) generator for a translation in the τ0(0) parameter is given by
C˜0(0). Hence the lapse function
6 N 0 and shift vector NDa can be read off as the coefficients in front of
the scalar and diffeomorphism constraint. We will also define NGa as the coefficient in front of the Gauss
constraint.
This motivates the definition
N j(k) := (A−1)j0(−k, 0), , (6.1)
so that we can write
C˜0(0) =
∑
k
N j(k)Cj(−k) (6.2)
for our “time evolution” generator C˜0(0). Note that if one uses a gauge fixing one would restrict the
consideration to the gauge fixing hypersurface {TK(k) = τK(k)}, so if one compares (6.1) to gauge fixing
one should omit all terms vanishing on this hypersurface.
7 Clock variables and Hamiltonians
The clock variables should be chosen such that the zeroth order of the matrix AKj (k, k′) is invertible. Once
one has found such clock variables one can in principle define new clock variables by multiplying the old
clock variables with the zeroth order of the inverse matrix (A−1)Kj (k, k′). These new clock variables will
lead to a new matrix, the zeroth order of which will be given by the identity matrix (with the exception
of the entry A00(0, 0) which might differ from 1).
However these new clock variables might be not very convenient to deal with, since also the first order
clocks T Kˆ(kˆ) will depend on the homogeneous variables, leading to additional terms for the higher orders
of the matrix AKj (k, k
′) coming from the Poisson bracket between the homogeneous variables in the clock
variables and the constraints.
Here we will specify the “inhomogeneous” clock variables T Kˆ(kˆ). Hence we allow zero momentum
k for the Gauss clock TGa but not for the scalar clock T 0 and not for the diffeomorphism clock TDa
(because of the linearization instabilities). One choice for the clock variables is
TGa = ǫabcebc
= ǫabc(AT ebc +
LT ebc +
TLebc)
TDa = −W−2(− 12W−2∂a∂d∂e + 12∂aδde − ∂eδad − ∂dδae )ede
= −W−2(−∂a LLedd + 1
2
∂a T edd − ∂e TLeae − ∂d LT eda)
T 0 = −W−2∂a∂beab
= LLeaa (7.1)
where W :=
√−∂e∂e. Here we introduced a tensor mode decomposition for the gravitational variables
(with respect to the flat metric δab), the notation is explained in appendix A.
This set of clock variables is obviously Abelian and leads to the following zeroth order for the Poisson
brackets between the clocks and the constraints:
{TGa(k), (1)Gb(k′)} =2βEδab δk,−k′ {TGa(k), (1)Db(k′)} =E∂′cǫbcaδk,−k′ {TGa(k), (1)S(k′)} = 0
{TDa(k), (1)Gb(k′)} = 0 {TDa(k), (1)Db(k′)} = Eδab δk,−k′ {TGa(k), (1)S(k′)} = 0
{T 0(k), (1)Gb(k′)} = 0 {T 0(k), (1)Db(k′)} = 0 {T 0(k), (1)S(k′)} =−4β2AE2δk,−k′
(7.2)
6 Note that we are using the scalar constraint S here, which has density weight 2. Usually one defines the lapse function
N⊥ as the coefficient in front of the Hamiltonian constraint C⊥ = (
√
q)−1C, which has density weight one. Hence we have
N⊥ = √qN 0.
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By adding to the Gauss clock a term proportional to the diffeomorphism clock we can define new clock
variables which lead to a diagonal (except for the δk,−k) factor) matrix (0)AKj (k, k
′).
TGa = ǫabcebc − ǫabc∂b DTC = ǫabc(ebc −W−2∂b∂eece −W−2∂b∂eeec)
= ǫabc(AT+LT+TL)ebc − ǫabc(W−2∂b∂e TLece +W−2∂b∂d LTedc) (7.3)
where we assume k 6= 0. (The TGa(k = 0) clock is still given by ǫabcebc.)
With this new Gauss clock we have
{TGa(k), (1)Gb(k′)} =2βEδab δk,−k′ {TGa(k), (1)Db(k′)} = 0 {TGa(k), (1)S(k′)} = 0
{TDa(k), (1)Gb(k′)} = 0 {TDa(k), (1)Db(k′)} =Eδab δk,−k′ {TDa(k), (1)S(k′)} = 0
{T 0(k), (1)Gb(k′)} = 0 {T 0(k), (1)Db(k′)} = 0 {T 0(k), (1)S(k′)} =−4β2AE2δk,−k′
(7.4)
for the zeroth order of the Poisson brackets between the clocks and the constraints. As one can see from
formula (5.4), which gives the relation between complete observables using different sets of clock variables,
the complete observables using either the clocks (7.1) or the clocks (7.3) coincide (for parameter values
τ Kˆ(kˆ) = 0). The reason for this is, that both sets of clocks define the same gauge fixing surface.
Assume that one has chosen a clock T 0(0), as for instance T 0(0) = Φ. Then we can define gauge
invariant functions, that generate the evolution for the complete observables in the τ = τ0(0) parameter.
According to section 2 we have to find a momentum P0 conjugated to T
0(0), which has to commute
(weakly) with the other clocks T Kˆ(kˆ). For the example above we could choose P0 = Π. In general we
will assume that P0 has non–vanishing zeroth order part and vanishing first order part.
(Since we are only interested in the generator for the evolution in τ0(0), we do not have to specify
momenta conjugated to the clocks T Kˆ(kˆ). However a natural choice would be to choose the first order
of the constraints (1)C˜Kˆ(kˆ). For issues arising because of the linearization instabilities see appendix D.)
Then we can define the physical Hamiltonian as H0(τ) := F[h0 ,TK ](τ) where
h0 = −P0 ≃ −P0 + C˜0(0) . (7.5)
With this physical Hamiltonian we can write
d
dτ
F[f ,TK ](τ) = {F[f ,TK ](τ), H0(τ)} (7.6)
for functions f that Poisson commute with P0 and the clocks T
K . If f does not commute with P0 we have
to add a term F[{f,P0} , TK ](τ) to the right hand side of equation (7.6). This term has the same purpose
as the additional time derivative ∂tf that appears in explicit time dependent Hamiltonian systems in
classical mechanics, where the time evolution equations are given by
d
dt
F = {F,H}+ ∂
∂t
f . (7.7)
In general the Hamiltonian H0(τ) will have a non–vanishing zeroth order part (as long as one does not
choose (0)P0 =
(0)C˜0(0)) and a vanishing first order part. If one interprets H0(τ) as an energy, this shows
that also the zeroth order variables contribute to this energy. H0(τ) will be τ– independent (i.e. energy is
conserved) if P0 is a gauge invariant function. This would be the case for P0 = Π and constant potential
for the scalar field.
Another choice for the clock variables, which is, as we will see in appendix B, related to the so called
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longitudinal gauge [17] is given by
TGa = ǫabcebc
= ǫabc(AT ebc +
LT ebc +
TLebc)
TDa = −W−2(− 12W−2∂a∂d∂e + 12∂aδde − ∂eδad − ∂dδae )ede
= −W−2(−∂a LLedd + 1
2
∂a T edd − ∂e TLeae − ∂d LT eda)
T 0 = W−2(12δ
cd + 32W
−2∂c∂d)acd
= W−2(12
Tadd − LLadd) . (7.8)
This set of clocks differs from (7.1) only in the scalar clocks. Notice that the scalar clocks and the diffeo-
morphism clocks do not commute. The zeroth order parts of the Poisson brackets between constraints
and clocks are given by
{TGa(k), (1)Gb(k′)} = 2βEδab δk,−k′ {TGa(k), (1)Db(k′)} = E∂′cǫbcaδk,−k′ {TGa(k), (1)S(k′)} = 0
{TDa(k), (1)Gb(k′)} = 0 {TDa(k), (1)Db(k′)} = Eδab δk,−k′ {TGa(k), (1)S(k′)} = 0
{T 0(k), (1)Gb(k′)} = W−2∂bδk,−k′ {T 0(k), (1)Db(k′)} = −W−2A∂bδk,−k′ {T 0(k), (1)S(k′)} = 2Eδk,−k′ .
(7.9)
For these clocks, which are related to the longitudinal gauge, we cannot give a physical Hamiltonian
along the lines of section 2. The reason for this is, that the clocks do not Poisson commute with each
other. However according to equation (2.11), which gives the Dirac bracket, the term that arises because
of the Non–Abelianess of the clocks is∑
k,k′
{f, C˜K(k)}{TK(k), TM (k′)}{C˜M (k′), h0} . (7.10)
This term is at least of second order if f and h0 are gauge invariants to first order. Under these conditions
a physical Hamiltonian valid for the linearized theory can be defined in the same way as for the Abelian
clocks (7.1).
7.1 Scalar fields as clocks
The clock variables we introduced so far are quite non–local, i.e. they require for their definition inverse
derivatives (in the form of W−2 = |k|−2) or the inverse of the matrix AKj requires inverse derivatives.
One way to avoid this, is to use scalar fields as clocks. Scalar fields are used quite often as clocks, see
for example [35, 36, 7, 22, 8, 37] . As explained in [7] using scalar fields as clocks can lead to huge
simplifications for the calculation of complete observables. This is related to the fact that scalar fields
provide a local characterization of spacetime points (as opposed to for instance the longitudinal modes
of the metric fields, which rather characterize a foliation of spacetime).
On the one hand we are interested in a homogeneous background, on the other hand we want to use
the values of four scalar fields to define a coordinate system, i.e. at least the scalar fields defining the
spatial coordinates have to be non–homogeneous. Hence we will choose these scalar fields to be massless,
that is having vanishing potential. Since we assumed the spatial manifold Σ to have topology S1×S1×S1
we will assume that the scalar fields ϕA, A = 1, 2, 3 take values in S1 (parametrized by the values of the
interval [0, 1[).
We will use another scalar field ϕ0, taking values in R, as the time coordinate, that is the clock for
the scalar constraint. The division into background variables and perturbations is now
Aa
j(σ) = Aβδja + aa
b(σ)βδjb , E
a
j(σ) = E β
−1δaj + e
a
b(σ)β
−1δbj
ϕ0(σ) = Φ0 + φ0(σ) , π0(σ) = Π0 + ρ0(σ)
ϕA(σ) = δAa σ
a + φA(σ) , πA(σ) = 0 + ρA(σ) (7.11)
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where π0, πA are the momenta conjugate to the scalar fields ϕ
0, ϕA, respectively. The integrals of φ0, ρ0
over the spatial manifold are constrained to vanish, this is not the case for the variables φA, ρA. (For the
fields ϕA, πA we perturb around a fixed value and not around their averaged value.)
The Poisson brackets between the gravitational variables are as before (4.12), for the matter fields we
have
{Φ0,Π0} = γ0, {φ0(σ), ρ0(σ′)} = γ0δ(σ, σ′)− γ0, {φA(σ), ρA(σ′)} = γAδ(σ, σ′) (7.12)
where γ0, γA are the coupling constants for the scalar fields ϕ
0, ϕA respectively. The matter parts of the
diffeomorphism and scalar constraints are given by
matDa = γ
−1
0 π0∂aϕ
0 +
∑
A=1,2,3
γ−1A πA∂aϕ
A
= γ−10 Π0∂aφ
0 +
∑
A=1,2,3
γ−1A ρAδ
A
a +O(2)
matS =
1
2
γ−10 (π
2
0 + qq
ab∂aϕ
0∂bϕ
0 + 2qV0(ϕ
0)) +
1
2
∑
A
γ−1A (π
2
A + qq
ab∂aϕ
A∂bϕ
A)
= γ−10 (
1
2
Π20 + E
3V0(Φ
0)) +
1
2
∑
A
γ−1A E
2 + γ−10 (Π0ρ0 + E
3V ′0(Φ
0)φ0 + E2V0(Φ
0)eaa) +
∑
A
γ−1A (e
abδAa δ
A
b + E
2δAa∂aφ
A) +O(2) . (7.13)
We could add more scalar fields, these will have the same kind of contribution as the scalar field ϕ0. Note
that the first order of the integrated diffeomorphism constraint does not vanish anymore
(1)Da(k = 0) =
∫
Σ
(1)Da(σ)dσ =
∫
Σ
∑
A=1,2,3
γ−1A ρAδ
A
a dσ (7.14)
so the problem of the linearization instabilities does not occur for this choice of background (because the
background values of the scalar fields break the translational symmetry).
The first order of the integrated scalar constraint is still vanishing, showing that there actually exists
an exact solution of the equation of motions where all the perturbation variables vanish identically for
all times.
Now we can choose as clock variables
TGa(k) = ǫabcebc(k) T
Da(k) =
∑
A
ϕA(k)δaA T
0(k) = ϕ0(k) (7.15)
for all wave vectors k = 0 and k 6= 0. As parameter values one has to choose τGa(k) = 0, τDa(k) =∫
Σ exp(−ikσ)σadσ and τ0(k) = 0 for k 6= 0 as well as τ0(0) = τ . The zeroth order of the Poisson bracket
between the Gauss clock and the constraints is as before (7.2), for the Poisson brackets between the
diffeomorphism and scalar clock and the constraints we have
(0){TDa(k), Db(k′)} = δab δk,−k′ , (0){T 0(k), S(k′)} = Π0δk,−k′ (7.16)
with all the other (zeroth order) Poisson brackets vanishing. Hence the zeroth order of the matrix
AKj (k, k′) is invertible on phase space points where Π0 6= 0 and E 6= 0 (from the commutator of the
Gauss clock with the Gauss constraint).
These considerations show that one can apply the perturbative formalism also if one uses scalar fields
as clock variables. Moreover the problem of linearization instabilities does not occur.
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8 First order perturbations: scalar modes
Let us consider the first order of the complete observables in more detail. We will assume that we
are dealing with one scalar field and use the gravitational fields to define the non–homogeneous clock
variables. Starting from the partial differential equation (2.7) for the complete observables we will derive
the equations of motion for the scalar mode perturbations (to first order). The equations of motions for
the tensor modes are derived in appendix C. Consider the “time evolution” equation
d
dτ
F[f ;TK ](τ) = F[{f,C˜0(0)} ;TK ](τ) (8.1)
where τ = τ0(0) is the parameter associated to the clock ST (k = 0). To simplify the formulae we
will introduce the notation [[f ]](τ) := F[f ;TK ](τ) and suppress the dependence from the choice of clock
variables.
Hence we have
d
dτ
[[f ]](τ) ≃ [[{f, C˜0(0)}]](τ) ≃
∑
k′
[[{f, Cj(k′)}]](τ) [[(A−1)j0(k′, 0)]](τ) (8.2)
as the differential equation satisfied by the complete observable associated to f . With the introduction
of lapse and shift functions (see section 6)
N j(k) := (A−1)j0(−k, 0) (8.3)
we obtain the following system of differential equations
d
dτ
(1)[[φ(k)]](τ) ≃ (0)[[N 0(0)]](τ) (1)[[ρ(k)]](τ) + (1)[[N 0(k)]](τ) (0)[[Π]](τ) (8.4)
d
dτ
(1)[[ρ(k)]](τ) ≃ (0)[[N 0(0)]](τ) (1)[[E2 (∂a∂aφ)(k) − E2V ′(Φ) eaa(k)− E3V ′′(Φ)φ(k)]](τ) −
(1)[[N 0(k)]](τ) (0)[[E3V ′(Φ)]](τ) − (1)[[∂aNDa(k)]](τ) (0)[[Π]](τ) (8.5)
for the first order complete observables associated to the fluctuations φ(k), ρ(k) in the scalar field and its
conjugate momentum. Here we assume k 6= 0.
Now on the right hand side of the equations in (8.4) there appear also functions of the gravitational
degrees of freedom, so in principle one would have to add differential equations for these gravitational
degrees of freedom. However, if we are dealing with only one scalar field in our system, there should be
only one unconstrained scalar mode degree of freedom. Indeed we can use
[[Cj(k)]](τ) ≃ 0 , [[T Kˆ(kˆ)]](τ) ≃ 0 (8.6)
to express the (first order complete observables associated to the) lapse and shift functions as well as eaa
as functions of the (first order complete observables associated to the) scalar field φ and its conjugated
momentum ρ and the homogeneous variables.
For instance for the choice (7.1) of clock variables we have
∂a T
Ga = ǫabc∂
a AT ebc (8.7)
∂a T
Da = −W−2(− 32∂a∂b LLeab + 12∂d∂dδab(LLeab + T eab))
= (−LLeaa + 12 T eaa) (8.8)
T 0 = LLeaa . (8.9)
Hence we can use
[[AT eab(k)]] ≃ 0 , [[T eab(k)]] ≃ 0 , [[LLeab(k)]] ≃ 0 . (8.10)
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Furthermore using the first order of the constraints (4.18) and the relation (8.10) gives us
[[ATabc(k)]] ≃ 0 +O(2) , [[T abb(k)]] ≃ −κ
γ
E−1Πφ(k) +O(2)
[[LLabb(k)]] ≃ −κ
γ
(4β2AE2)−1(Π ρ(k) + E3V ′(Φ)φ(k)) +
κ
γ
E−1Πφ(k) +O(2) . (8.11)
This shows that we can express the gravitational scalar modes as a combination of the matter scalar
modes.
The lapse and shift functions (for k 6= 0) for the clock variables (7.1) can be found to be (here we
abbreviate N := (0)N 0(0))
(1)NDa(k) = −N
∑
k′
(0)(A−1)DaK (−k, k′) (1)AK0 (k′, 0) = −N
∑
k′
E−1δ−k′,−k{TDa(k′), (2)S(0)}
= −N E 2β2W−2(∂a LLabb − 12∂a Tabb) +O(T )
(1)N 0(k) = −N
∑
k′
(0)(A−1)0K(−k, k′) (1)AK0 (k′, 0) = −N
∑
k′
(−4β2AE2)−1δ−k,−k′{T 0(k′), (2)S(0)}
= −N 12 A−1 Tabb +O(T ) (8.12)
where O(T ) denotes terms which vanish with T Kˆ(kˆ). Using the equations (8.11) the differential equations
for the scalar matter field becomes
d
dτ
(1)[[φ(k)]](τ) ≃ (1)[[N (ρ(k) + 12 κγ (AE)−1Π2φ(k))]](τ)
d
dτ
(1)[[ρ(k)]](τ) ≃ (1)[[N (E2∂a∂a φ(k)− 3κγ β2Π2φ(k)− E3 V ′′(Φ)φ(k) + 12 κγ (AE)−1Π2 ρ(k))]](τ) .
(8.13)
These equations have to be supplemented with the differential equation for the homogeneous variables
H = A,E,Π or Φ, here it is sufficient to consider the zeroth order of this equation:
d
dτ
(0)[[H ]](τ) ≃ (0)[[N {H,S(0)}]] . (8.14)
Assume that one can find the general solution for these differential equations in dependence on initial
data for some parameter value τ = τ0. Since the differential equations (8.13) is linear in the fluctuation
fields such a solution for instance for the scalar field can be written as
(1)[[φ(k)]](τ) = G1
(
(τ − τ0); k; (0)[[H ]](τ0)
)
(1)[[φ(k)]](τ0) + G2
(
(τ − τ0); k; (0)[[H ]](τ0)
)
(1)[[ρ(k)]](τ0)
(8.15)
where G1, G2 can be understood as generalized (free) propagator functions. Now the complete observables
restricted to the gauge fixing surface have to satisfy
[[φ(k)]](τ)|T 0(0)=τ, T Kˆ(kˆ)=0 ≃ φ(k)
[[H ]](τ)|T 0(0)=τ, T Kˆ(kˆ)=0 ≃ H . (8.16)
For the complete observable associated to the scalar field we therefore have
(1)[[φ(k)]](τ)| T Kˆ(kˆ)=0 ≃ G1
(
(τ − T 0(0)); k; H) φ(k) + G2 ((τ − T 0(0)); k; H) ρ(k) . (8.17)
Now we only have to determine (1)[[φ(k)]](τ) away from the hypersurface {T Kˆ(kˆ) = 0}. This is done by
replacing φ(k) and ρ(k) in (8.17) by their first order gauge invariant extensions in T Kˆ(kˆ)–direction
φ(k) → φ(k)−
∑
kˆ
(0){φ(k) , C˜Kˆ(kˆ)} T Kˆ(kˆ)
ρ(k) → ρ(k)−
∑
kˆ
(0){ρ(k), C˜Kˆ(kˆ)} T Kˆ(kˆ) . (8.18)
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Hence the first order complete observable associated to the matter scalar mode φ(k) is given by
(1)[[φ(k)]](τ) ≃ G1
(
(τ − T 0(0)); k; H) ( φ(k)−∑
kˆ
(0){φ(k) , C˜Kˆ(kˆ)} T Kˆ(kˆ)
)
+
G2
(
(τ − T 0(0)); k; H) ( ρ(k)−∑
kˆ
(0){ρ(k), C˜Kˆ(kˆ)} T Kˆ(kˆ)
)
. (8.19)
The first order complete observables can be understood to describe the “free” propagation of the
perturbations on the cosmological background. Higher order complete observables will take care of
interaction processes7 given by the higher (than second) order parts of the constraint C˜0(0) as well as
of backreaction terms arising from the coupling of homogeneous and inhomogeneous variables in the
constraint. In the next section we will consider second order complete observables associated to a zeroth
order phase space function, which capture the lowest order backreaction effects.
9 Backreaction terms
Here we want to consider the backreaction effects of the inhomogeneities onto the homogeneous variables.
To this end we have to find the complete observables associated to a homogeneous variable up to second
order. (The first order of such a complete observable vanishes.)
Omitting in (4.26) with f a function of zeroth order all terms of third order and higher we find
[2]F[f ;TK ](τ) ≃ (0)F[f ;TK ](τ) +G+ I + J (9.1)
where
(0)F[f ;TK ](τ) =
∞∑
q=0
1
q!
{f, (0)C˜0(0)}q(τ − T 0(0))q =: α(τ−T
0(0))
free (f) and
G =
∑
kˆ1
{α(τ−T 0(0))free (f), (1)C˜Kˆ1(kˆ1)} (−T Kˆ1(kˆ1)) +
∑
kˆ1,kˆ2
1
2!
(0){{α(τ−T 0(0))free (f), (1)C˜Kˆ1(kˆ1)}, (1)C˜Kˆ2(kˆ2)} (−T Kˆ1(kˆ1))(−T Kˆ2(kˆ2)) . (9.2)
Hence G is the gauge invariant extension to second order with respect to the C˜Kˆ(kˆ) constraints of the
zeroth order term. The last two terms in (9.1) are given by
I =
∞∑
q=0
∑
q1+q2+1=q
(2){ {{f, (0)C˜0(0)}q1 , (2)C˜0}, [2]C˜0(0)}q2 (τ − T 0(0))q
J =
∑
kˆ1
(1){I, (1)C˜Kˆ1(kˆ1)} (−T Kˆ1(kˆ1)) +
∑
kˆ1,kˆ2
(0){ (1){I, (1)C˜Kˆ1(kˆ1)}, (1)C˜Kˆ2(kˆ2)} (−T Kˆ1(kˆ1))(−T Kˆ2(kˆ2)) . (9.3)
Using the identity
tq1+q2+1
(q1 + q2 + 1)!
=
1
q1!
1
q2!
∫ t
0
ds (t− s)q1sq2 (9.4)
7 See [9] for an explicit example of a complete observable taking into account interaction processes in a second order
approximation around flat space.
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we can rewrite the term I as
I =
∫ τ−T 0(0)
0
ds α
(τ−T 0(0)−s)
free ( {αsfree(f), (2)C˜0(0)} ) (9.5)
where we define the free evolution of a higher order term (m)g as
αtfree(
(m)g) =
∞∑
q=0
1
q!
(m){ (m)g, [2]C˜0(0)}q tq . (9.6)
We have also for the free evolution the factorization property αtfree(f · g) = αtfree(f) · αtfree(g), hence
the free evolution of a higher order term is determined by the free evolution of its zero and first order
constituents. Note that for the free evolution of a first order term one can drop all second and higher
order terms which might arise, i.e.
(1){(0)f (1)g, (0)C˜0(0) + (2)C˜0(0)} = {(0)f, (0)C˜0(0)} (1)g + (0)f{(1)g, (2)C˜0(0)} . (9.7)
In particular the free propagation for the linear terms is linear, i.e. we can express the free evolution of
a first order term via the propagator functions used in section 8.
By using that
{[2]C˜0(0), T Kˆ(Kˆ)} = O(C) +O(2) and {[2]C˜0(0), (1)C˜Kˆ(kˆ)} = O(C2) +O(2) (9.8)
we obtain for the term I + J
I + J ≃
∫ τ−T 0(0)
0
ds α
(τ−T 0(0)−s)
free
(
{αsfree(f), (2)C˜0(0)} +
(1)
{{αsfree(f), (2)C˜0(0)}, (1)C˜Kˆ1(kˆ1)
}
(−T Kˆ1(kˆ1)) +
1
2!
(0)
{{{αsfree(f), (2)C˜0(0)}, (1)C˜Kˆ1(kˆ1)
}
, (1)C˜Kˆ2(kˆ2)
}
(−T Kˆ1(kˆ1))(−T Kˆ2(kˆ2))
)
.
(9.9)
The second and third term project out of {αsfree(f), (2)C˜0(0)} all terms proportional to the clock variables
T Kˆ(kˆ). Furthermore because of (9.8) one does not need to evolve terms proportional to the linearized
constraints (1)C˜Kˆ(kˆ), hence one is left with the evolution of the scalar mode and the two tensor modes.
In summary we learn that the gauge invariant second order backreaction effect [2]F[f ;TK ](τ) consists of
two pieces: one is the gauge invariant extension of the homogeneous term (0)F[f ;TK ](τ) to the appropriate
order, the other piece comes about through the “interaction” of the homogeneous variables with the second
order part of the time generating constraint (2)C˜0(0). Here one needs to consider only the first order
gauge invariant terms (i.e. the first order physical modes) that arise in this interaction.
Note that for the second order complete observable [2]F[f ;TK ](τ) associated to a zeroth order function
f we do not need to consider the integrated vector constraints (related to the linearization instabilities).
Since these start at second order and [2]F[f ;TK ](τ) does not contain a first order term, this second order
complete observables is already invariant modulo second order terms with respect to the integrated vector
constraints.
Higher order complete observables can be calculated by expanding the power series for complete
observables (4.26) systematically and by using the identity (9.4) repeatedly. This will result in a Feynman–
graph like expansion, that is a sum of terms describing different interaction processes generated by the
higher order terms of the constraint C˜0(0).
In the next section we will calculate for a very simple model the lowest order backreaction effect onto
the isotropic and homogeneous geometry explicitly.
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10 Bianchi I as a model for perturbations
Here, similar to [38] we will consider anisotropic but homogeneous cosmologies of Bianchi–I–type as a
perturbation of isotropic and homogeneous cosmologies. We will calculate the lowest order effect of the
anisotropies onto the isotropic and homogeneous variables. The Bianchi I model (with a massless scalar
field) is solvable, therefore one can compare the results to the exact model.
10.1 The model
For the Bianchi I model the connection A ja is given by A
j
a = β diag(A1, A2, A3) and the canonical
momentum Eaj is given by E
a
j = β
−1 diag(E1, E2, E3) (see [38]). Further on we assume that there is a
massless and homogeneous scalar field Φ and its canonical momentum Π.
The Gauss constraint and the diffeomorphism constraint are trivially fulfilled, the Hamiltonian constraints
reduces to the following (weight 2 version)
C =
2β2
κ
(E1A1E2A2 + E1A1E3A3 + E2A2E3A3) +
1
2γ
Π2 (10.1)
where β = i/2 is the Immirzi parameter and κ and γ are coupling constants. The symplectic structure is
given by:
{Ai, Ej} = κδij {Φ,Π} = γ (10.2)
where i, j = 1, 2, 3.
10.2 Expansion around the isotropic sector
In order to expand the model around the isotropic sector we define
A :=
1
3
∑
i
Ai E :=
1
3
∑
i
Ei (10.3)
ai := Ai − 1
3
∑
k
Ak ei := Ei − 1
3
∑
k
Ek . (10.4)
This can be implemented through a projector P which projects a phase space function f onto its averaged
value: P(f)(A1, A2, A3;E1, E2, E3) = f(A,A,A;E,E,E). We will call the isotropic variables A and E
zeroth order variables and the “fluctuations” ai and ei first order variables.
The symplectic structure in these variables reduces to
{A,E} = 1
3
κ, {ai, ej} = (δij − 1
3
)κ, {Φ,Π} = γ . (10.5)
The fluctuation variables are not completely independent of each other and fulfil the following relations
(by construction):
∑
i
ai = 0
∑
i
ei = 0 . (10.6)
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In these variables the Hamiltonian constraint can be split into 4 parts:
C = (0)C + (2)C + (3)C + (4)C (10.7)
(0)C =
6β2
κ
A2E2 +
1
2γ
Π2 (10.8)
(2)C =
2β2
κ
AE
∑
i
aiei − β
2
κ
A2
∑
i
eiei − β
2
κ
E2
∑
i
aiai (10.9)
(3)C = −2β
2
κ
(A
∑
i
aieiei + E
∑
i
aiaiei) (10.10)
(4)C =
β2
κ
∑
i6=j
aieiajej . (10.11)
10.3 Exact solution
Fortunately this model can be solved exactly and we can compare the exact solution with the one that
we will derive perturbatively later. We choose lapse N = 1 and can obtain the exact solution by solving
the following first order system of differential equations.
A˙i := {A,C} = 2β2Ai(AjEj +AkEk) (10.12)
E˙i := {E,C} = −2β2Ei(AjEj +AkEk) (10.13)
Φ˙ := {Φ, C} = Π (10.14)
Π˙ := {Π, C} = 0 (10.15)
where the indices i, j, k on the right hand of these equation are mutually different. (The Einstein sum
convention does not apply here and throughout this section.) The dot refers to derivative in coordinate
time t (with the choice N = 1). One can see that AiEi is a Dirac-observable, i.e. Poisson-commutes with
C for i = 1, 2, 3.
We can easily solve this system of differential equations and obtain the following solutions:
Ai(t) = Ai exp[−2β2AiEit] exp[2β2
∑
j
AjEjt] (10.16)
Ei(t) = Ei exp[2β
2AiEit] exp[−2β2
∑
j
AjEjt] (10.17)
Φ(t) = Πt+Φ (10.18)
Π(t) = Π (10.19)
To calculate complete observables we have to specify a clock variable in order to get rid of the physically
meaningless coordinate time t. For our purposes it is convenient to choose T = ΦΠ because it evolves
linearly in coordinate time: T (t) = t + ΦΠ . Inverting this relation and inserting it into (10.16), (10.17),
(10.18), (10.19) leads to the following complete observables:
F[Ai,T=ΦΠ ]
(τ) = Ai exp[−2β2AiEi(τ − Φ
Π
)] exp[2β2
∑
j
AjEj(τ − Φ
Π
)] (10.20)
F[Ei,T=ΦΠ ]
(τ) = Ei exp[2β
2AiEi(τ − Φ
Π
)] exp[−2β2
∑
j
AjEj(τ − Φ
Π
)] (10.21)
F[Φ,T=ΦΠ ]
(τ) = Πτ (10.22)
F[Π,T=ΦΠ ]
(τ) = Π . (10.23)
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For the isotropic variables the observables read as follows:
F[A,T=ΦΠ ]
(τ) =
1
3
∑
i
Ai exp[−2β2AiEi(τ − Φ
Π
)] exp[2β2
∑
j
AjEj(τ − Φ
Π
)] (10.24)
F[E,T=ΦΠ ]
(τ) =
1
3
∑
i
Ei exp[2β
2AiEi(τ − Φ
Π
)] exp[−2β2
∑
j
AjEj(τ − Φ
Π
)] . (10.25)
To be able to compare these exact results with the perturbative calculation later we can Taylor–expand
(10.25) around Ei = E,Ai = A. For the complete observable associated to E we obtain:
F[E,T=ΦΠ ]
(τ) = exp[−ω(τ − Φ
Π
)]×
×
[
E +
2
3
β2A(τ − Φ
Π
)
∑
i
eiei − 2
3
β2E(τ − Φ
Π
)
∑
i
aiei +
1
6
β2ωA(τ − Φ
Π
)2
∑
i
eiei +
1
6
β2ω
E2
A
(τ − Φ
Π
)2
∑
i
aiai +
1
3
β2ωE(τ − Φ
Π
)2
∑
i
aiei
]
+O(3) . (10.26)
where we introduced the abbreviation ω = 4β2AE and O(3) denotes terms of order 3 and higher in the
anisotropic fluctuations. The first order term vanishes due to the condition
∑
i
ei =
∑
i
ai = 0.
10.4 Using the perturbative approach
Now that we know the exact solution, we can try to reproduce this results order per order using the
perturbative approach to complete observables. Here we will only consider the lowest non–trivial order
of the complete observable associated to the homogeneous variable E. In the first step we have to specify
a clock function. If we choose T = ΦΠ (in order to fulfil {T,C} = 1) as a clock, the analysis gets as simple
as possible, because C˜ := ({T,C})−1C = C.
In this case the complete observable associated to an arbitrary phase space function f is (formally) given
by
F[f,T=ΦΠ ]
(τ) =
∞∑
0
(τ − ΦΠ )n
n!
{f, C}n
=
∞∑
0
(τ − ΦΠ )n
n!
{f, (0)C + (2)C + (3)C + (4)C}n . (10.27)
We can evaluate this sum order per order in the fluctuation variables. For all zeroth order quantities f
we obtain
(0)F[f,T=ΦΠ ]
(τ) =
∞∑
n=0
(τ − ΦΠ)n
n!
{f, (0)C}n =: αt(0)C(f) (10.28)
(1)F[f,T=ΦΠ ]
(τ) = 0 (10.29)
(2)F[f,T=ΦΠ ]
(τ) =
∞∑
n=1
∑
n1+n2=n−1
(τ − ΦΠ )n
n!
(2){{{f, (0)C}n1 , (2)C}, (0+2)C}n2 . (10.30)
For first order quantities f we get
(1)F[f,T=ΦΠ ]
(τ) =
∞∑
n=0
(τ − ΦΠ )n
n!
(1){f, (0+2)C}n =: ατ−
Φ
Π
free (f) (10.31)
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Expression (10.30) can be interpreted as follows: A zeroth order quantity f propagates with respect to the
“free” Hamiltonian constraint (0)C, then there is an “interaction” with the second order Hamiltonian
constraint (2)C which yields terms quadratic in the fluctuations. After the interaction zeroth order
quantities evolve according to the “free” Hamiltonian constraint (0)C and first order quantities according
to the sum of the zeroth and second order Hamiltonian constraint (0)C + (2)C (where one can ignore all
higher than first order quantities that appear in evolving the first order quantity).
The interpretation of (10.31), which can be seen as the “free” propagation of a first order quantity f , is
similar.
We will compute the second order of F[E,T=ΦΠ ]
(τ). Using identity (9.4) the expression (10.30) can be
reformulated as follows:
(2)F[f,T=ΦΠ ]
(τ) =
τ−ΦΠ∫
0
α
τ−ΦΠ−t
free
[{
α
t
(0)C(E),
(2)C
}]
. (10.32)
The first step is to calculate
α
t
(0)C(A), α
t
(0)C(E), (10.33)
α
t
free(ai), α
t
free(ei). (10.34)
The first two quantities, (10.33), are the solutions to the differential equations:
A˙ := {A, (0)C} = 4β2A2E (10.35)
E˙ := {E, (0)C} = −4β2AE2 . (10.36)
These can easily be found to be
α
t
(0)C(A) = A exp(ωt) (10.37)
α
t
(0)C(E) = E exp(−ωt) (10.38)
ω := 4β2AE . (10.39)
The second set of quantities can be found by solving
a˙k = {ak, (2)C} = 2β2AEak − 2β2A2ek (10.40)
e˙k = {ek, (2)C} = −2β2AEek + 2β2E2ak (10.41)
where the time dependence of the homogeneous variables is given by A(t) = αt(0)C(A) and E(t) =
α
t
(0)C
(E). The solution to this set of differential equations is given by
α
t
free(ak) = ak exp[ωt]−
ω
2
(ak +
A
E
ek)t exp[ωt] (10.42)
α
t
free(ek) = ek exp[−ωt] +
ω
2
(ek +
E
A
ak)t exp[−ωt] . (10.43)
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Figure 1: Bianchi I as a model for perturbations: Here we compare the exact complete observable
evaluated on a phase space point (Ai, Ei,Φ,Π) to the zeroth and second order approximation. The phase
space point is given by A = 1, E = 1m2, a1 = a2 = 0.1, a3 = −0.2, e1 = e2 = 0.1m2, e3 = −0.2m2
(where we set the speed of light to c = 1 and the coordinates do not carry units). The momentum Π
is determined by the constraint (10.1). Choosing a value for Φ defines the time τ for which the above
values are taken as initial values.
Now we can calculate (10.32) step by step:
{
α
t
(0)C(E),
(2)C
}
=
1
3
exp[−ωt]
[
2β2A(1− ωt)
∑
i
eiei − 2β2E
∑
i
eiai + 2β
2ωt
E2
A
∑
i
aiai
]
α
τ−ΦΠ−t
free
[{
α
t
(0)C(E),
(2)C
}]
=
2
3
β2A exp[−ω(τ − Φ
Π
)]×
×
[∑
i
eiei − E
A
∑
i
aiei +
ω(τ − Φ
Π
)
[3
2
∑
i
eiei +
E
A
∑
i
eiai − 1
2
E2
A2
∑
i
aiai
]
+
1
2
ω2(τ − Φ
Π
)2
[∑
i
eiei +
E2
A2
∑
i
aiai + 2
E
A
∑
i
eiai
]
+
ωt
[− 5
2
∑
i
eiei − E
A
∑
i
eiai +
3
2
E2
A2
∑
i
aiai +
−2ω(τ − Φ
Π
)
[∑
i
eiei +
E2
A2
∑
i
aiai + 2
E
A
∑
i
eiai
]]
+
3
2
ω2t2
[∑
i
eiei +
E2
A2
∑
i
aiai + 2
E
A
∑
i
eiai
]]
. (10.44)
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This gives the second order contribution
(2)F[E,T=ΦΠ ]
(τ) =
τ−ΦΠ∫
0
dtα
τ−ΦΠ−t
free
[{
α
t
(0)C(E),
(2)C
}]
= exp[−ω(τ − Φ
Π
)]×
[2
3
β2A(τ − Φ
Π
)
∑
i
eiei − 2
3
β2E(τ − Φ
Π
)
∑
i
aiei
+
β2
6
ωA(τ − Φ
Π
)2
∑
i
eiei +
β2
6
ω
E2
A
(τ − Φ
Π
)2
∑
i
aiai +
β2
3
ωE(τ − Φ
Π
)2
∑
i
aiei
]
.
(10.45)
As expected, (10.45) coincides with (10.26), the result we obtained by just Taylor–expanding the exact
expression. This simple model shows that it is, at least in principle, possible to calculate backreaction
effects in cosmological applications of general relativity using the methods developed in this work.
As an illustration we compare in figure 1 the exact complete observable with the zeroth and the second
order complete observable associated to E. As one can see there the (relative) difference of the second
order approximation to the zeroth order approximation grows with “time” τ , as does the difference of
the second order approximation to the exact solution.
11 Discussion and Conclusions
We presented a gauge invariant canonical scheme for perturbations around symmetry reduced sectors
of gauge systems. This scheme is applied to general relativiy, in particular to perturbations around the
cosmological sector. It can be used to calculate the dynamics up to arbitrary high order in the fluctuation
variables.
The central objects in this perturbative scheme are complete observables. These complete observables
are gauge invariant (i.e. Dirac) observables. In the canonical formalism this means that the complete
observables have to be invariant under (coordinate) time reparametrizations, i.e. constants of motions.
Nevertheless one can express the dynamics of the theory using the complete observables. To this end one
has to choose a set of physical clocks. Evolution of dynamical entitities can then be understood as an
evolution in relation to the clocks. One can even define generalized Hamiltonians, that is gauge invariant
phase space functions that generate this evolution for the complete observables.
Different choices of clocks can be interpreted as different setups for a physical measurement. We gave
explicit formulas relating complete observables associated to different choices of clocks in section 5. In
particular the clocks define the hypersurfaces over which the averaging (4.11) is defined. The complete
observables evaluated on a phase space point (i.e. evaluated on a spacetime satisfying the Einstein
equations) give the values of the partial observables, such as the averaged densitized triad E and its
fluctuations eab , on the hypersurface determined by {TK(k) = τK(k)}. Gauge invariance of the complete
observables ensures that the value of the complete observable does not change if we evaluate the complete
observable on spacetimes related by diffeomorphisms. From the complete observables associated to all the
phase space variables (which will give a overcomplete basis of observables) one can calculate the values
of all kinds of physical observables on the hypersurface {TK(k) = τK(k)}. For instance one might wish
to consider instead of the averaged densitized triad some averaged function of the (spacetime8) metric
components: In this case one has first to express the partial observable in question as a function f of the
zeroth and first order phase space variables and then to consider the complete observable associated to
this function (expanded to the appropriate order). Note that this complete observable can be expressed
as the same function f of the complete observables associated to the zeroth and first order complete
observables.
8The four metric can be computed by using lapse and shift functions defined in section 6, see also [7].
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We considered in more detail first and second order complete observables. Higher complete observables
can be calculated by similar methods. The zeroth order complete observables coincide with the Dirac
observables of the symmetry reduced model. The dynamics of the first order complete observables is
related to the theory of cosmological linear perturbations (see [17] and references therein), the difference
is that in our case dynamics is expressed with respect to a (global) clock variable, which can however be
related to choosing a (zeroth order) lapse function.
Second order complete observables associated to zeroth order partial observables describe backreaction
effects. We calculated these backreaction effects in section 10 for a simple model. To allow for an explicit
expression for these effects in interesting (inflationary) scenarios further approximations, as for instance
slow roll or long wave length approximations, need to be implemented. This can be done by introducing
small parameters, which characterize these approximations [39]. The power series for the complete
observables has then to be expanded to a certain order in the fluctuation variables and to a certain order
in these new parameters.
A perturbative scheme around a whole phase space sector has several advantages compared to an
expansion around a fixed phase space point. Firstly, some of the degrees of freedom, namely these
corresponding to the symmetry reduced sector are treated non–perturbatively. These degrees of freedom
are used to define the clock in relation to which we express the dynamics of the theory. Compared to
defining a field theory on a fixed background, where the background is used to define time, the clock in
this approach is a fully dynamical entity, as one would expect in the full theory. Indeed one would expect
problems with gauge consistency to higher order if one uses a background time, since such a time cannot
take into account backreaction effects onto the physical clock.
Also a quantization of the theory should not only quantize the perturbations on a fixed background
but rather consider the quantized perturbations on a quantized geometry, described by the (quantized)
symmetry reduced sector. The variables describing the symmetry reduced sector contribute for instance
to the Hamiltonian generating the physical time evolution. From this perspective it might be fruitful to
reconsider certain concepts, like energy and vacua, from quantum field theory on curved spacetime.
As in the case for perturbations around a fixed background, where the background is given in certain
coordinates, the symmetry reduced sector is described by using a certain type of coordinates. That is,
there exist configurations which are not included in the symmetry reduced sector, but which are never-
theless physically symmetric. These configurations can be obtained by a “non–symmetric” coordinate
transformation from a symmetric configuration. Degrees of freedom gained in this manner correspond to
gauge degrees of freedom.
However by expanding around a sector describing a family of solutions in different coordinate sys-
tems one can investigate the non–perturbative effects of such gauge degrees of freedom compared to an
expansion around a smaller sector (which could be just one phase space point), which would treat some
of these gauge degrees of freedom perturbatively [40]. That is we can embed symmetry reduced models
into each other and explore in this way the reliability of symmetry reduction.
Appendix
A Tensor mode decomposition
Similar to the longitudinal and transversal modes for a vector field on R3 one can introduce tensor modes
for a tensor field. For a proof of the completeness of these modes, see [33]. To begin with we define the
projector onto the transversal modes of a vector field by
(p · v)a := pba · vb := (δba +W−2 · ∂a∂b) · vb . (A.1)
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This allows us to introduce the following basis of tensor modes:
(LTP · T )ab = (δca − pca) · pdb · Tcd 2 left long. right transv. modes
(LLP · T )ab = (δca − pca) · (δdb − pdb ) · Tcd 1 left and right long. mode
(TLP · T )ab = pca · (δdb − pdb) · Tcd 2 left transv. right long. modes
(TP · T )ab = 12pab · pcd · Tcd 1 symm. transv. trace part mode
(ATP · T )ab = 12 (pca · pdb − pcb · pda) · Tcd 1 antisymm. transv. mode
(STTP · T )ab = 12 (pca · pdb + pcb · pda − pabpcd) · Tcd 2 symm. transv. tracefree modes (A.2)
Using the projector property p · p = p, it is easy to see that the projectors XP are orthogonal to each
other and satisfy XP · Y P = δXY XP . Furthermore the set of projectors is complete, that is
∑
X
XP cdab = δ
c
aδ
d
b . (A.3)
We will denote the tensor modes by XTab := (
XP · T )ab.
B First order perturbations: scalar modes in longitudinal gauge
Here we will derive the equations of motions for the first order scalar perturbations with the choice (7.8)
TGa = ǫabcebc
= ǫabc(AT ebc +
LT ebc +
TLebc)
TDa = −W−2(− 12W−2∂a∂d∂e + 12∂aδde − ∂eδad − ∂dδae )ede
= −W−2(−∂a LLedd + 1
2
∂a T edd − ∂e TLeae − ∂d LT eda)
T 0 = W−2(12δ
cd + 32W
−2∂c∂d)acd
= W−2(12
Tadd − LLadd) . (B.1)
for the clock variables. As we will see this choice is related to the longitudinal gauge: In the notation of
section 8 we have
[[TDa]] = [[−W−2(− 12W−2∂a∂d∂e + 12∂aδde − ∂eδad − ∂dδae )ede]] ≃ 0 . (B.2)
(Note that the brackets [[ · ]] now refer to complete observables with respect to the clock variables (B.1).)
We want to translate this condition on the triad perturbation to a condition on the spatial metric qab.
With the relation
det(q)qab = β2EajE
b
j (B.3)
between the densitized triad variables Eaj and the inverse metric q
ab (where det(q) is the determinant of
the metric) we get
qab = Eδab + e
c
cδab − eab − eba +O(2) =: Eδab + hab +O(2) . (B.4)
Hence eab + eba = −hab + hcdδcdδab + O(2) and together with [[eab]] = [[eba]] from the Gauss clock (in
B.1) we obtain
2 (1)[[TDa]] = (1)[[W−2(− 12W−2∂a∂d∂e + 12∂aδde − ∂eδad − ∂dδae )(hde − δdehcc)]]
= (1)[[W−2(− 12W−2∂a∂d∂e + 12∂aδde − ∂eδad − ∂dδae )hde]]
≃ 0 . (B.5)
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This is the longitudinal gauge condition for the three metric (see [17]). Furthermore we can calculate the
lapse and shift functions introduced in section 6:
(1)[[N 0(k)]] ≃ (1)[[−N E−1 2
3
ebb(k)]]
(1)[[NDa(k)]] ≃ 0
(1)[[NGa(k)]] ≃ (1)[[N∂a ecc(k)]] (B.6)
where we used the definition N = (0)N 0(0) = ((0){T 0(0), C0(0)})−1. In particular we see that the shift
function (1)[[NDa(k)]] vanishes, which is the other gauge condition in the longitudinal gauge (without
coupling to spin one (vector) matter fields). Hence we can see our first order observables as gauge
invariant extensions of longitudinal gauge restricted functions.
These lapse and shift functions can be used to derive in the same way as in section 8 the equations of
motions for the scalar matter field (1)[[φ]](τ):
d
dτ
(1)[[φ]](τ) ≃ (1)[[N (ρ− 23E−1Π ebb)]](τ)
d
dτ
(1)[[ρ]](τ) ≃ (1)[[N (E2∂a∂aφ− 13E2V ′(Φ)eaa − E3V ′′(Φ)φ + 23E2V ′(Φ)ebb)]](τ) .
(B.7)
These equations lead to the following wave equation9 for the scalar mode:
d
2
dτ2
(1)[[φ]](τ) ≃ (0)[[N ]](τ) d
dτ
(0)[N ]](τ) d
dτ
(1)[[φ]](τ) +
(1)[[N 2(E2∂a∂aφ− 13E2V ′(Φ)eaa − E3V ′′(Φ)φ)]] −
(0)[[ 23NΠ]](τ)
d
dτ
(1)[[E−1ebb]](τ) − (1)[[ 23NE−1ebb]](τ)
d
2
dτ2
(0)[[Π]](τ) .
(B.8)
Using (1)[[T Kˆ(kˆ)]] = 0 + O(2) and (1)[[C˜Kˆ(kˆ)]] ≃ 0 + O(2) one can replace the metric mode (1)[[ebb]]
in (B.8) by some combination of the scalar field (1)[[φ]] and its first τ–derivative, however this does not
lead to a simple equation.
Another possibility is to derive a wave equation for the metric mode (1)[[eaa]] in the same way as for
the scalar field mode:
d
dτ
(1)[[eaa]](τ) ≃ (1)[[−N4β2E2aaa]](τ)
d
dτ
(1)[[aaa]](τ) ≃ (1)[[N (δaδaecc − 4β2A2 ecc + 8β2AE acc + 3κγE2V ′(Φ)φ)]](τ)
(B.9)
Hence we obtain the wave equation
d
2
dτ2
(1)[[eaa]](τ) ≃ (0)[[N ]](τ) d
dτ
(0)[N ]](τ) d
dτ
(1)[[eaa]](τ) +
(1)[[−N 24β2E2(∂a∂aecc − 4β2A2ecc + 3κγE2V ′(Φ)φ)]](τ) (B.10)
where we can replace the matter scalar field by
(1)[[φ]](τ) ≃ (1)[[γκΠ−1 13Aecc]](τ) + (0)[[ 23 (N4β2E)−1]](τ)
d
dτ
(1)[[eaa]](τ) . (B.11)
9 For conformal time, that is if one chooses the clock T 0(0) in such a way that (0)N = [{T 0(0), 0)C0(0)}]−1 = E−1
the wave equation (B.8) coincides with the wave equation for the (first order gauge invariant) scalar field in [17]. (The
metric scalar mode ψ(k) used in [17] can be computed to be ψ = − 1
6
E−1ecc. Also the (first order) gauge invariant Bardeen
potential [41] is given by Ψ = (1)[[− 1
6
E−1ecc]].)
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Using the time evolution of the homogeneous variables A,E,Φ,Π and specializing to conformal time
(N = E−1) we therefore have as the wave equation10 for [[E−1eaa]]
d
2
dτ2
(1)[[E−1eaa]](τ) ≃ (1)[[4β2∂a∂aE−1ecc]](τ) + d
2
dτ2
(0)[[E]](τ) (1)[[E−2ecc]](τ) +
(0)[[3E−1]](τ)
d
dτ
(0)[[E]](τ)
d
dτ
(1)[[E−1ecc]](τ) −
(0)[[2Π−1]](τ)
d
dτ
(0)[[Π]](τ)
d
dτ
(1)[[E−1ecc]](τ)−
(0)[[E−1Π−1]](τ)
d
dτ
(0)[[E]](τ)
d
dτ
(0)[[Π]](τ) (1)[[E−1ecc]](τ) . (B.12)
C First order perturbations: tensor modes
Here we will derive the differential equation for the tensor modes of the gravitational field, that is the
STT –modes. The STT modes STTaab and STTeab are already gauge invariants of first order, since they
commute with the first order part of the constraints. Hence according to equation (5.5) which connects
the first order complete observables with respect to different choices of clock variables, the first order
complete observable associated to the STT –modes are independent from the choice of clock variables
T Kˆ(kˆ).
Indeed in the differential equation (8.2) for the first order complete observables associated to the STT
modes (where N−1 = (0){T 0(0), S(0)})
d
dτ
(1)[[STTaab]](τ) ≃ (1)[[{STTaab, C˜0(0)}]](τ) ≃ (1)[[N{STTaab, S(0)}]](τ)
d
dτ
(1)[[STT eab]](τ) ≃ (1)[[{STT eab, C˜0(0)}]](τ) ≃ (1)[[N{STT eab, S(0)}]](τ) (C.1)
all terms which may depend on the choice of the T Kˆ(kˆ) variables drop out. Here we used the definition
(4.22) of C˜0(0) and the fact that the STT –modes commute with the first order part of the constraints.
With the second order scalar constraint (4.19) we get
d
dτ
(1)[[STTaab]] ≃ (1)[[N
(
2βEDfeab
STTafe − 2(β2A2 + 12E κγV (Φ)) STTeab + 2β2AE STTaab
)
]]
d
dτ
(1)[[STTeab]] ≃ (1)[[N
(− 2βEDfeab STTefe + 2β2E2 STTaab − 2β2AESTTeab)]] (C.2)
where Dfeab =
1
2ǫ
cde∂c(δdbδ
f
a + δdaδ
f
b ). If D acts on STT –modes it simplifies to D
fe
ab = ǫb
ec∂cδ
f
a , moreover
on STT -modes we have (D ·D)feab = −∂c∂c δfaδeb .
We want to derive a wave equation for the STT eab modes. To this end we have to calculate the second
(τ–) time derivative of STT eab. In the process we have to take also into account the τ dependence of the
homogeneous variables and to replace the STT aab–modes by the τ–derivative of the
STT eab modes with
the help of the second of the equations (C.2). The resulting equation of motion for the STT eab modes is
d
2
dτ2
(1)[[STT eab]] ≃
(
(0)[[N−1]] d
dτ
(0)[[N ]]− (0)[[N8β2AE]] ) d
dτ
(1)[[STTeab]] +
(1)[[−N 2(4β2E2∂c∂c + 4β2E3 κγV (Φ) + 16β4A2E2)STT eab]] . (C.3)
The wave equation simplifies if we consider instead of STTeab the rescaled variable E
−1 STTeab: (The
correspondence to the metric variables is given by E−1TThab = −2E−1STTeab where hab is the deviation
10 This wave equation coincides with the wave equation for the Bardeen potential Ψ = (1)[[E−1ecc]] in [17].
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of the spatial metric qab from the isotropic and homogeneous background qab = Eδab + hab =: Qab+ hab.
Hence the rescaled variable corresponds to (−2)Qac TThcb.)
d
2
dτ2
(1)[[E−1 STTeab]] ≃ (0)[[N−1]] d
dτ
(0)[[N ]] d
dτ
(1)[[E−1 STTeab]] − (1)[[N 24β2E2 ∂c∂cE−1 STTeab]] .
(C.4)
Specializing to conformal time (N = E−1) we find
d
2
dτ2
(1)[[E−1 STTeab]] ≃ −(0)[[E−1]] d
dτ
(0)[[E]]
d
dτ
(1)[[E−1 STTeab]] − 4β2∂c∂c(1)[[E−1 STTeab]] . (C.5)
D Linearization Instabilities
So far we left out the discussion of the integrated diffeomorphism constraints, which start with second
order terms (if one does not use three massless scalar fields as clocks for the diffeomorphism constraints).
Here we will show for a general first class constraint system, that one can apply the complete observable
method with respect to a subset of the constraints, also if these do not form a subalgebra. In our case
this subset is given by all the constraints with the exception of the integrated diffeomorphism constraints.
After constructing these (partially invariant) complete observables one can use these to get fully invariant
observables.
We will explain the procedure for a finite dimensional system, the generalization to field systems is
straightforward. To start consider a first class constraint system with constraints {Cj}Nj=1 and subdivide
this set into two subsets of constraints {{Ca}Ma=1, {Cα}N−Mα=1 }. We want to apply the complete observable
method to the first subset {Ca}Ma=1 of the constraint set. Hence we choose a set of clock variables {TA}MA=1
and define in the same way as we would deal with the full set of constraints the new constraints
C˜A := (A
−1)aACa where A
A
a = {TA, Ca} (D.1)
These new constraints satisfy
{TB, C˜A} = δBA + λBCA C˜C (D.2)
for some phase space functions λBCA .
Furthermore we want to add to the constraints {C˜A} another set of constraints such that we get a
complete system of constraints and such that these added constraints commute at least on the constraint
hypersurface with the clock variables {TA}. Therefore we define the constraints
C˜α := Cα − {TA, Cα}C˜A (D.3)
which satisfy
{TB, C˜α} = O(C) . (D.4)
We want to consider the Poisson algebra of the new constraints C˜A and C˜α. To this end we define
the structure functions f˜ by
{C˜A, C˜B} = f˜CABC˜C + f˜αABC˜α
{C˜A, C˜β} = f˜CAβC˜C + f˜αAβC˜α
{C˜γ , C˜β} = f˜CγβC˜C + f˜αγβC˜α . (D.5)
Then using the Jacobi identity we can calculate
O(C) = {C˜A, {C˜B, TC}} = {TC, {C˜B, C˜A}}+ {C˜B, {C˜A, TC}}
= {TC, f˜DBAC˜D + f˜αBAC˜α}+ {C˜B,−δCA +O(C)}
= f˜CBA +O(C) . (D.6)
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Hence we have f˜CAB = O(C) and therefore
{C˜A, C˜B} = O(C2) + f˜αABC˜α . (D.7)
Similarly
{TA, {C˜B, C˜α}} = {TA, f˜CBαC˜C + f˜βBαC˜β}
= f˜ABα +O(C) . (D.8)
On the other hand
{TA, {C˜B, C˜α}} = {C˜B, {TA, C˜α}}+ {C˜α, {C˜B, TA}} = O(C) (D.9)
hence f˜ABα = O(C) and we have that
{C˜B, C˜α} = O(C2) + f˜γBαC˜γ . (D.10)
In the same way one can proof that
{C˜α, C˜β} = O(C2) + f˜γαβC˜γ . (D.11)
In summary we learn that the constraints {C˜A} are weakly Abelian modulo terms proportional to
the constraints C˜α and that the constraint set {C˜α} forms an ideal (modulo terms quadratic in the
constraints) of the full constraint algebra.
Assume that we have a phase space function f that is (weakly) invariant under the constraints {C˜α}.
Then we can use the power series for complete observables (2.5) just with the constraints {C˜A} and
compute the complete observable associated to f :
F[f ;TA](τ
A) ≃
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
{· · · {f, C˜A1}, · · · }, C˜Ak}(τA1 − TA1) · · · (τAk − TAk) . (D.12)
Because of the properties (D.7,D.10) the resulting function is (weakly) invariant under both sets of
constraints {C˜A} and {C˜α}. (Just consider the Poisson bracket of (D.12) with a constraint C˜A and C˜α.)
That is to find a fully gauge invariant observable we have to start with a partial observable f that
is invariant under the constraints {C˜α}. However it is also possible to calculate complete observables
(D.12) associated to non–invariant functions f and then to find fully gauge invariant observables using
that
F[f1·f2+f3;TA](τ
A) ≃ F[f1;TA](τA) · F[f2;TA](τA) + F[f3;TA](τA) . (D.13)
Hence we can obtain a fully gauge invariant observable by combining complete observables associated to
non–invariant partial observables fi algebraically such that the same algebraic combination of the fi is
invariant under the constraints C˜α.
Applied to our situation this means that we can ignore the integrated diffeomorphism constraints in
computing complete observables. However in the end we have to find combinations of partial observables
that are invariant under the (altered) integrated diffeomorphism constraints C˜Da(0) defined by
C˜Da(0) = CDa(0)−
∑
K,k
{TK(k), CDa(0)} C˜K(k) . (D.14)
(The sum does not include the values (K, k) = (Db, 0).) Note that also the altered integrated diffeomor-
phism constraints start at second order.
Since the integrated diffeomorphism constraints generated coordinate translations, functions of the
form f(k)g(−k) for some k are invariant under the constraints CDa(0). Here we denote by f(k) the
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Fourier transformation of a field variable f(σ). Therefore such functions are a good point to start to look
for functions which are invariant under the constraints (D.14).
Concerning the discussion of the gauge invariant τ–generators H0(τ) = F[−P0 ,TK ](τ) in section 7,
the results do not change if we demand that f in equation (7.6) and P0 are invariant (to the order in
question) under the altered integrated diffeomorphism constraints C˜Da(0).
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